THE CITY OF NEW YORK
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
NEW YORK, NY 10007

August 17, 2019

Dear Friends:
It is a great pleasure to join the Chinese American Academic and Professional Society in
welcoming everyone to its 44th Annual Convention banquet.
As home to the largest Chinese population outside of Asia, New York would not be the
diverse and dynamic city it is today without the tremendous influence of Chinese New Yorkers,
and organizations like CAAPS strengthen the five boroughs by fostering academic and
professional connections among this vital community. Since 1976, CAAPS has promoted
multiculturalism, fellowship, and intellectual rigor across all careers and academic
disciplines. This year’s convention, “Technological Innovation and Sustainable Management,”
will offer wonderful networking and skill development opportunities for CAAPS members, and I
applaud the organization for its enduring efforts to empower people of all backgrounds to thrive
in every sector of our economy.
On behalf of the City of New York, please accept my best wishes for a productive
convention and continued success.

Sincerely,

Bill de Blasio
Mayor

August 17, 2019

Dr. Ping-Tsai Chung
Chairman
Chinese American Academic and Professional Society
41-65 Main Street
P.O. Box 527496
Flushing, NY 11352
Dear Dr. Chung:
Greetings to you and all the members, friends and supporters of the Chinese American Academic and
Professional Society (CAAPS) on the occasion of your 44thAnnual Convention.
Today’s event is a great opportunity to celebrate the success CAAPS has had in promoting
cooperation and fellowship among Chinese professionals and scholars for the purpose of advancing the
fields of science, technology, culture and the arts. CAAPS also does great work to improve
communication and enhance mutual understanding among Chinese Americans and members of other
ethnic groups in America.
On behalf of the nearly 2.4 million residents of Queens, “The World’s Borough,” I offer our sincere
congratulations to you and everyone at CAAPS for the great work you have done since your organization
was founded in 1976. I hope you have an enjoyable and productive 44th Annual Convention and I wish you
and your entire organization continued success in all your endeavors.

Sincerely,

Melinda Katz
President
Borough of Queens
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Chairman’s Welcome Statement

On behalf of the Chinese American Academic and Professional Society (CAAPS), I would like
to welcome you to our Forty-Four Anniversary Annual Convention. CAAPS was established in
1976 in New York City. Over the years, CAAPS became one of the largest Chinese American
academic organizations in the United States. Members are academics or professionals from all
walks of life. CAAPS is now a registered 501(C)(3) not-for-profit and nonpolitical organization
with the purposes of:
(A) promoting fellowship and cooperation in scholarly and professional activities, as well as
encouraging and supporting educational undertakings conducive to the interests, concerns and
well-being of its membership; (B) encouraging and facilitating the exchange, enhancement, and
application of the skills and expertise of its membership in the interest of advancing scientific
knowledge, social and human values; and
(C) encouraging and promoting cultural
understanding and communications among Chinese Americans in general, and with other ethnic
groups in American and Chinese Communities elsewhere.
The theme of this year’s convention is Technological Innovation and Sustainable
Management. The Convention has organized an enriching technical program that consists of
eight technical discussion sessions in scientific and technological, cultural and economic areas.
We are particularly honored to have as our keynote speakers: Dr. Jonathan Shieh (Executive
Director, S&T Division, TECO in Boston), Mr. Johnny Shen, (former Black Cat U-2 pilot),
Prof. Tso-Ping Ma, Yale University and Dr. Eric Chu, former Mayor of New Taipei City to
address keynote speeches for innovating our Society.
Throughout this year, the Board of Directors has played a pivotal role in providing guidance to
steer the policies and activities of the Society. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
the members of Convention team and to the volunteers for their precious time and dedication to
our Annual Convention. I would also like to express my gratitude for the honorable guests,
session organizers, chairs, speakers and the sponsors for their participation, support and generous
contributions, which made this convention successful. I wish you all the best for a wonderful and
memorable event.
Ping-Tsai Chung, Ph.D. 鍾炳采教授
Chairman of the Board CAAPS

President's Welcome Statement

First, my warmest greetings to all of you. It is a great honor for me to welcome you
to the 44th Annual Convention of Chinese American Academic and Professional
Society (CAAPS). Since its founding in 1976, the CAAPS has held its annual
meeting in the New York metropolitan area where we have some of the world’s
finest research universities, a highly educated and dynamic workforce, and an
economy driven by entrepreneurship and innovation. We host our annual convention
with the intent to provide a platform for participants to interact with our esteemed
speakers, active researchers, and professionals so that ideas can be exchanged,
experiences can be shared, and connections can be made. Our event will begin with
the technical program in the afternoon followed by a dinner banquet.
This year, the theme of our annual convention is “Technological Innovation and
Sustainable Management”. There will be seven sessions and poster research
presentations arranged in the technical program, including many speeches focusing
on technology innovation and applications, culture inheritance and innovation,
economic development and sustainable operation, higher education development,
biomedical technology and healthy life, emerging information and technology, and
urban planning and transportation. It is our hope that this annual event will spark
development in the future of our city.
Before I close, I would like to thank each of you for attending our convention and
for bringing your expertise to our gathering. You all have the vision, the knowledge,
and the experience to help pave our way into the future. You are our greatest asset s
today and tomorrow, and we cannot accomplish what we do without your support
and leadership. Throughout this conference, I encourage you to stay engaged, keep
us proactive and help us shape the future of CAAPS.
Thank you all and I hope you will enjoy our 44th CAAPS Annual Convention.
Steven I. Chien, Ph.D. 錢一之教授
President of CAAPS
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Time
12:30 ~ 1:00 PM
1:00 ~ 2:15 PM
1:00 ~ 1:10 PM

Session
Registration
Opening Ceremony

Room
Phoenix Ballroom
2nd Floor
Phoenix Ballroom
2nd Floor

Welcome Remarks by Chairman &
President
Honorable Guests’ Greetings

1:10~ 1:15 PM

1:15~ 1:45 PM

1:45~ 2:15 PM

2:15 ~ 3:45PM

Plenary Keynote Speech:
Dr. Jonathan Shieh 謝水龍博士
The Role of Ministry of Science and
Technology and S&T Division in Boston
科技部推動台灣科技發展方案與
波士頓設組
Plenary Keynote Speech:
Black Cats, 35th Squadron & U-2,
黑貓中隊及 U-2 簡介, Mr. Johnny Shen,
前黑貓中隊沈宗李教官
Session 1 :
Technology Innovation & Applications
科技創新與應用
召集人 Organizer: Mr. Stephen H. C. Lee
李賢治先生, Manager, Cleveland
Tungsten Inc
主持人 Chair: Mr. Guang-Nan Fanjiang
范姜光男先生, Principal (Retired),
Weidlinger Associates, Inc
Speakers and Topics 主講人及講題:
New San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge
East Span 連接舊金山和奧克蘭大橋的新東

Phoenix East West
2nd Floor

架徑, Mr. Guang-nan Fanjiang, 范姜光男
先生, Principal (Retired), Weidlinger
Associates, Inc.
Green Energy and Innovated Green Products
綠色能源和創新的綠色產品, Mr. David
Wei, 魏學常先生, Chairman and CEO, US
Solargy Inc.
On the Effectiveness of the Secure Software
Development Life Cycle Models 軟體安全
開發生命週期模式有效性之探討, Prof.
Jing-Chiou Liou, 劉景秋教授, School of
Computer Science at Kean University, NJ

2:15~ 3:45PM

Session 2
Culture Inheritance and Innovation
Session
文化傳承與創新
Organizer 召集人: Dr. Ping-Tsai Chung
鍾炳釆博士 Chairman, CAAPS 2019.
Co-Organizer 召集人 and Chair 主持人:
Prof. Sarah H. Chung 蕭醒華教授
SUNY Downstate Medical Center
Speakers and Topics 主講人及講題:
Classical Origins of Modern Prose and
Overseas Writers: Taking Mu Xin as an
Example, 現代散文的古典淵源和海外作家
： 以木心為例, Paul Xinye Qiu, 邱辛曄
法拉盛圖書館副館長
Hakka Culture, 客家文化的源流, Dr. J. C.
Fann 范增昌博士, President of Hakka
Association of NY
A Case Study of a Chinese/English Dual
Language Program in New York City
一個紐約市中英雙語教育課程的成功
個案,Prof. Ya-Ning, Amy, Hsu, 許雅寧
教授, Teachers College, Columbia
University

Phoenix Terrace
2nd Floor

4:00 ~ 5:30 PM

Session 3
Biomedical Technology and
Healthy Life
生醫科技與健康人生

Phoenix Terrace
2nd Floor

Organizer 召集人: Prof. Yue J. Lin, Ph.D.
林友直教授, St. John’s University, NY
Chair 主持人: Prof. Jenghwa Chang, Ph.D.
張正華教授, Donald and Barbara Zucker
School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell;
Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY
Speaker and Topics 主講人及和講題
情緒識別及管理對自我精神狀態的影響,
曹経緯博士, 教授, 華東師範大學心理與認
知科學學院
Tau protein and Alzheimer's disease 阿爾茨
海默病和 tau 蛋白, 劉飛博士, 教授, 紐約州
立發育障礙基礎研究所神經化學系分子神
經研究實驗室
Global Collaborative Efforts for Therapy
Development of Rare Diseases, Prof. ShengHan Kuo 郭昇翰教授, M.D, Department of
Neurology, College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Columbia University

2:15 ~ 3:45PM

Session 4
Economic Development and Sustainable
Operation
經濟發展企業經營
Organizer 召集人: Prof. Johnson Tseng
曾令寧教授, St John’s University & Queens
College, City University of New York
(CUNY)
Chair 主持人: Mr. Tony Wu 吳同良先生,
New York State / the Audit Investigation
Bureau
Speakers and topics 主講人及講題
Taiwan – The Most Innovative Partner with
the United States, 台灣 - 美國最佳的科技
創新夥伴, Director Joseph Liang-Fu Sun
孫良輔主任, the Investment and Trade
Office, the Taipei Economic and Cultural

Boardroom East
2nd Floor

Representative Office in the United States
(TECRO)
Blockchain and Tokenization for Asset
Management, 區塊鍊與證券型代幣於資產
管理的應用 Dr. Peter C. L. Lin 林敬倫
博士, Johns Hopkins University and a
Managing Director of Gamma Paradigm
Capital

4:00 ~ 5:30PM

How to Use Robotic & AIoT Network to
Help Aging People Living Alone, 如何用機
器人及物聯網解決獨居長者的安居問題.
Dr. Rex Wong 王熙亮博士, Vaughn College
Session 5
Emerging Information and
Communications Technology Session
新興資訊與通訊科技研討會
Organizer 召集人: Prof. Ping-Tsai Chung
鍾炳釆教授 Long Island University, NY
Chair 主持人: Dr. Shu-Ping Chang 張書平
博士 Software Development Manager,
IBM T. J. Watson Research Center
Speakers and Topics 主講人及講題:
Energy-Efficient Deep Learning Hardware
Accelerator, 高效能深度學習加速器硬體
設計, Prof. Bo Yuan, 袁博教授,
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Rutgers, The State University of
New Jersey
Overview of 5G Technologies 5G 通訊技術,
Dr. Kyle J. Pan, 潘鐘霖博士, Principal
Engineer, Innovation Labs, InterDigital
The Roles of Wireless Sensor Network and
IoT in 5G Connected World 智慧型無綫傳感
網路及物聯網在 5G 通訊技術所扮演的
角色, Prof. Rex H. Wong, 王熙亮教授 ,
Vaughn College of Aeronautics &
Technology

Boardroom East
2nd Floor

2:15 ~ 3:45PM

Session 6
Higher Education Development
高等教育發展

Boardroom West
2nd Floor

Organizer 召集人: Prof. Feng-Bao Lin
林豐堡教授, The City College of the City
University of New York
Chair 主持人: Dr. George Chang, 張至先
博士, Kean University NJ, USA, 美國肯恩
大學自然，應用與健康科學學院院長
Speakers and Topics 主講人及講題:
Overview of Taiwan Higher Education –
Trends and Policy 台灣高等教育的趨勢及
政策, Dr. Leon S. L. Wang,王學亮博士,
President of National University of
Kaohsiung, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 國立高雄
大學校長
Opportunities and Challenges in a Sino-US
University 中美合作辦學的機遇與 挑戰
Dr. George Chang, 張至先博士,
Kean University NJ, USA, 美國肯恩大學
自然,應用與健康科學學院院長
Yu Shan (Young) Scholar Program, Ministry
of Education in Taiwan 玉山學者計畫,
Dr. Min-Ling Yang 楊敏玲博士, Director,
Education Division of Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in New York (TECO in NY)

4:00 ~ 6:00PM

Session 7
Urban Planning and Transportation
Technology
都市計劃與運輸科技
Organizer 召集人: Mr. Jerry Cheng
鄭向元先生, Retired Principal City Planner,
NYC Department of City Planning.
Chair 主持人: Prof. Steven I-Jy Chien,
錢一之教授, Director of Transportation
Program, Dept. of Civil & Environmental
Engineering, New Jersey Institute of
Technology.
Speaker and Topics 主講人及和講題:
When Autonomous Vehicles (AV) become

Boardroom West
2nd Floor

Ubiquitous in New York in 2040, Mr. Leo
Tsang 曾昭俊先生, Principal Transportation
Planner/Modeler Department of Planning and
Regional Development, The Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey
2nd Ave. Subway Phase 2, Ms. Xiu-Mei
Fang, 房秀梅女士 P.E., Project
Administrator at MTA-NYCT Department of
Capital Program Management (CPM)
What does the Future Offline Retail Look
Like? 未來的實體零售是什麼樣的?,
Ms. Hongxi Yang, 楊紅茜女士, Associate
Architect, Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects

2:15 ~ 5:30PM

The Motion Analysis of the Derailment of
Puyuma Express by Video Images, 利用影帶
分析普悠瑪號出軌時之運動行為, Prof.
Ching Lung Liao, 廖慶隆教授, National
Taiwan University, Dept. of Civil
Engineering and Director of Rail Science and
Technical Research Center
Session 8
Poster Session
學術海報發表
Organizer 召集人: Prof. Jing-Chiou Liou,
PhD 劉景秋教授, School of Computer
Science, Kean University NJ
Chair 主持人: Prof. Jenghwa Chang, PhD
張正華教授, Donald and Barbara Zucker
School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell;
Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY
Presenter and Topics 報告人及和課題
Monte Carlo simulation of TrueBeam linac
energy spectra for 6 and 15 MV beams,
Dr. Jian Liu 劉建博士, Radiation Medicine,
Northwell Health, Lake Success, NY
The comparison of policy effectiveness
evaluation between Taiwan and the United
States: Using competitive grants as a policy
instrument in higher education, Ya-Fei Yang
楊 雅 妃 , Educational Theory and Policy
Program, The Pennsylvania State University

Phoenix Lobby
2nd Floor

5:00 PM
6:00 ~ 11:00 PM Ba

Introduction to gantry static couch motion
optimization (GsCMO) technique, its
applications in brain and breast treatment
planning, and automatic generation of XML
files for treatment delivery, Gurtej Gill,
Department of Radiation Medicine, Northwell
Health and Department of Biomedical
Engineering, Stony Brook University
Banquet Registration
Banquet, Welcome Remarks, Keynote
Speech, Awards, and Entertainment 晚宴
Banquet, Welcome Remarks
鍾炳采董事長 Ping-Tsai Chung, Chairman
錢一之會長 Steven I-Jy Chien, President
Honorable Guests:
Ambassador Lily L.W. Hsu
徐儷文大使,TECO in NY
The Chinese Consolidated Benevolent
Association (CCBA), President Eric Y. Ng
紐約中華公所伍銳賢主席
Banquet Keynote Speech:
Prof. Tso-Ping Ma, Yale University
耶魯大學馬佐平教授
美國國家工程學院院士
The Current Status and Future Outlook of
Semiconductor IC Industry
On Both Sides of the Taiwan Strait
海峽兩岸的半導體 IC 產業的現況及未來
Banquet Keynote Speech:
Dr. Eric Chu, 朱立倫博士
Innovating Government: Lessons from
New Taipei City
政府創新，新北經驗
Award Ceremony
Entertainment Program
新亞弦樂四重奏
海天合唱團

Phoenix Lobby
2nd Floor
Phoenix Ballroom
2nd Floor
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2019 Board of Directors
Chairman – Ping-Tsai Chung 鍾炳采
President – Steven I. Jy Chien 錢一之
Nomination Committee Chair: Jerry Cheng 鄭向元
Bylaws Committee Chair: Robert Chao 趙循經
Award Committee Chair: Yue J. Lin 林友直
Funding Committee Chair: Gene Wang 王金智
Audit Committee Chair: Johnson Tseng 曾令寧
Membership Committee Chair: Guang-Nan Fanjiang 范姜光男
Multimedia Committee Chair: George Chang 張至先
Historian Committee Chair: Ping-Tsai Chung 鍾炳采
Board of Directors: Jeng-Hwa Chang 張正華, Shu-Ping Chang 張書平
Wensan Shih 石文珊, Leon Wang 王學亮, Eric Wu 吳振藩
Kevin Gwo-Sheng Wey 魏國勝

Chinese American Academic & Professional Society (CAAPS)
41-65 Main Street, P. O. Box 527496, Flushing, New York 11352, USA
website: www.caaps.us facebook: www.facebook.com/caaps.us

Celebrating 44tth Anniversary
2019 Executive Council
President
Steven Chien 錢一之
Advisors to President:
Jerry Cheng 鄭向元, Feng-Bao Lin 林豐堡
Vice Presidents
Academic Affairs: Jenghwa Chang 張正華
Convention Affairs: Stephen Lee 李賢治
Conference Program: George Chang 張至先
Treasurer & Co-chair of Convention Affairs:
Sheena Cheng 程慈馨
Secretary:
Yana He 何亞娜

Committee Members:
Wenshan Shih 石文珊
Jing-Chiou Liou 劉景秋
Yalin Weng 翁雅琳
Leo Wang 王理仁
Sheng-Han Kuo 郭昇翰

Opening Ceremony Program
開幕典禮節目表
1:00 ~ 2:15 PM
Master of Ceremony 主持人

Ms. Sheena Cheng 程慈韾女士

1:00 ~ 1:15 PM
Welcome Remarks 董事長及會長
致歡迎詞
Honorable Guests Greetings
貴賓致詞
Congratulation Video
Congratulation Video

Dr. Ping-Tsai Chung Chairman 董事長鍾炳采博士
Dr. Steven Chien President 會長錢一之博士

Minister Liang-Gee Chen, 陳良基部長,科技部
Ministry of Science and Technology, Executive Yuan
Minister Hsin –hsing Wu, 吳新興委員長僑務委員會
Ministry of Overseas Community Affairs Council
僑務委員會, Executive Yuan
Ambassador Lily L. W. Hsu 徐儷文大使,
Director General, TECO in New York
Director Jack Huang, 黃正杰主任,
Culture Center of Taipei Economic and Cultural Office
in New York, 紐約華僑文教服務中心

Opening Ceremony Keynote Speeches
主題演講
1:15~ 1:45 PM
The Role of Ministry of Science and Technology and S&T Division in Boston
科技部推動台灣科技發展方案與波士頓設組
Dr. Jonathan Shieh 謝水龍博士
Science & Technology Division in Boston, Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)
1:45~ 2:15PM
Black Cats, 35th Squadron & U-2
黑貓中隊及 U-2 簡介
Mr. Johnny Shen, 前黑貓中隊沈宗李教官

Banquet Program
晚宴節目表
18:30 – 23:00 PM
Master of Ceremony 主持人
Welcome Remarks
董事長及會長致歡迎詞

Dr. George Chang 張至先博士
Ms. Yating Yang 楊雅婷女士
Dr. Ping-Tsai Chung Chairman 董事長鍾炳采博士
Dr. Steven Chien President 會長錢一之博士

Honorable Guests Greetings
貴賓致詞
Ambassador Lily L. W. Hsu 徐儷文大使
Director General, TECO in New York
駐紐約臺北經濟文化辦事處
The President of Chinese Consolidated Benevolent
Association (CCBA)
President Eric Y. Ng 伍銳賢主席
紐約中華公所主席
Keynote Speeches 主題演講
The Current Status and Future Outlook of Semiconductor IC Industry
on Both Sides of the Taiwan Strait
海峽兩岸的半導體 IC 產業的現況及未來
Prof. Tso-Ping Ma, Yale University
耶魯大學馬佐平教授美國國家工程學院院士
Innovating Government: Lessons from New Taipei City
政府創新，新北經驗
Dr. Eric Chu, 朱立倫博士
Award Ceremony 頒獎
Dr. Ping-Tsai Chung Chairman 董事長鍾炳采博士
Dr. Steven Chien President 會長錢一之博士
Entertainment 娛樂節目
Chamber Music and Choir
新亞室內樂協會 - 弦樂四重奏
弦樂四重奏
小提琴 林怡馨/小提琴 蔡依芸/
及合唱
中提琴 王千玳/大提琴家 陳南呈
海天合唱團 蕭璧珠老師指揮, 薛純掦團長

Chinese American Academic & Professional Society (CAAPS)

Celebrating 44tth Anniversary
2019 CAAPS AWARDS
Distinguished Lifetime Achievement Award
卓越終身成就獎
Professor Tso-Ping Ma, 馬佐平教授
Distinguished Leadership Achievement Award
傑出領導成就獎
Dr. Eric Chu, 朱立倫博士
Distinguished Professional Achievement Award
傑出專業成就獎
Mr. Johnny Shen, 沈宗李先生
CAAPS Special Honorary Award 特別榮譽獎
Dr. James Pi, 畢東江博士

Chinese American Academic & Professional Society (CAAPS)
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2019 CAAPS SERVICE AWARDS
Distinguished Service Award 傑出服務獎
Mr. Guang-Nan Fanjiang, 范姜光男先生
Distinguished Service Award 傑出服務獎
Dr. Shu-Ping Chang, 張書平博士
Service Award 服務獎
Ms. Sheena Cheng, 程慈馨女士
Service Award 服務獎
Dr. Yana He, 何亞娜博士

2019 CAAPS LIFE MEMBERS
Dr. George Chang, 張至先博士
Ms. Sarah H. Chung, MBA 蕭醒華女士
Mr. Stephen H. C. Lee, 李賢治先生
Mr. Kunshan Huang, MBA 黃崑山先生
Dr. Jii (James) Shieh, 謝己博士
Ms. Lucy Liou, RN 楊毓淑女士

Chinese American Academic & Professional Society (CAAPS)

Celebrating 44tth Anniversary
-

Banquet Keynote Speech -

The Current Status and Future Outlook
of Semiconductor IC Industry on Both Sides of
the Taiwan Strait
海峽兩岸的半導體 IC 產業的現況及未來
Professor Tso-Ping Ma, 馬佐平教授
美國國家工程學院院士
耶魯大學 Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA
It is difficult, if not impossible, to live in a world without the benefits of electronics. Just imagine
how you would cope in a world without internet, smart phones, computers, WiFi, GPS, TV,
digital storage, etc. just to list a few that are made possible by the availability of IC chips. For
many years, Taiwan has been a global leader in semiconductor industry, with TSMC (台積電),
the world’s top semiconductor chip foundry, as a shining example that has enabled a variety
electronic products that go into numerous homes in the world. On the other hand, Mainland
China has been the world’s largest market for IC chips for at least 2 decades, which has enabled
it to be the largest producer of consumer electronics. More recently Mainland China has greatly
accelerated its development effort of semiconductor IC chips in order to minimize its reliance on
imports, Riding on government’s most favorable policy and enormous financial support, China
has targeted the IC industry as the foundation for achieving the nation’s “Made in China 2025”
(中 國 製 造 2025) plan. As a result, in the last couple of years Mainland China has been
building the most IC fabrication factories in the world, and has enjoyed the fastest growth rate of
IC chip production.
In this talk, the current status of Taiwan’s as well as Mainland China’s IC industry will be
presented, and their promises and shortcomings will be analyzed. Possible actions to enhance
both sides’ standings will be discussed.
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Distinguished Lifetime Achievement Award
卓越終身成就獎
Professor Tso-Ping Ma, 馬佐平教授
耶魯大學馬佐平教授，為美國國家工程
學院院士，臺灣中央硏究院院士，
國立交通大學榮譽教授及榮譽博士，
潘文淵文教基金會傑出貢獻獎, 行政資
深科技顧問，美國電子電機學會會士。
Prof. T. P. Ma's research group revolves around
the scientific and technological issues related to
semiconductor devices, especially those involving
science and engineering of futuristic CMOS
(Complimentary
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor)
technology for logic and memory applications. It
overlaps a number of areas in materials synthesis,
device physics, device engineering, and integrated
circuits. Professor Ma and most of his graduate
students and research staff members collaborate
closely with a number of universities and major
semiconductor companies in the United States and
abroad.
Dr. T.P. Ma's pioneering work in gate dielectrics
increased integrated circuit operating speed and
reliability, lowered cost per function, and raised
density by a significant factor. Gate dielectrics are a critical element in metal oxide
semiconductor (MOS) devices, the building blocks of today's silicon chips.
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- Banquet Keynote Speech Innovating Government: Lessons from
New Taipei City
政府創新，新北經驗
Dr. Eric Chu, 朱立倫博士
Former Mayor of New Taipei City, Taiwan (2010 ~2018)
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Distinguished Leadership Achievement
Award 傑出領導成就獎
Dr. Eric Chu, 朱立倫博士
Former Mayor of New Taipei City, Taiwan (2010 ~2018)

前新北市長（8 年兩仼），前桃園縣長(8 年兩任），
為中華民國公共行政服務傑出領導人。
之前, 朱市長獲得美國紐約大學史登商學院 NYU Stern School of Business
會計學碩士及博士，並在大學教授會計財經十年。
Earlier, he was a Professor of Accounting with 紐約市立大學 Baurch College,
the City University of New York and National Taiwan University
國立台灣大學會計系教授 for ten years.
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Opening Ceremony Keynote Speech -

The Role of Ministry of Science and
Technology and S&T Division in Boston
科技部推動台灣科技發展方案與
波士頓設組
Dr. Jonathan Shieh 謝水龍博士
Executive Director, Science and Technology Division
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Boston
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) opens its 5th US Office in Boston last December to
facilitate bilateral collaboration in US Northeastern region with local academia and research
institutes. It also works with Taiwanese diaspora in biotech and research, as well as to link
regional startups and venture capitalists with Taiwan and plans to set up platforms in Boston.
This presentation introduces the major missions of MOST and its main dedicated programs.
Major funding programs for international cooperation especially for the Boston Office are also
the depicted in this presentation. At the last but the least, the main tasks of the Boston office and
its achievements so far are presented.
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Dr. Jonathan Shieh 謝 水 龍 博 士
received his BS degree in Chemical Engineering
from National Taiwan University, and received
his PhD degree from the Department of
Chemical Engineering, University of Maryland
at College Park.
He worked afterwards as Systems Engineer in S3
Technologies in Maryland for 2 years before he
returned to Taiwan as a researcher in Atomic
Energy Council (AEC) under Executive Yuan in
1992. Most of his public services are abroad.
He was appointed by AEC as its second
representative to Vienna Austria-based United
Nations Organization - The International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) for nuclear Safeguards
affairs in 1998 until 2003. He transferred to
National Science Council (former Ministry of Science and Technology before 2014) one and half
year after he completed his IAEA service as the Senior Director of Science and Technology
Division at Taipei Economic and Cultural Office (STD-TECO) in Canberra Australia (20052006), and then became the first Executive Director of STD-TECO in Prague Czech Republic
(2006-2014), Acting Deputy Director General for International Cooperation in MOST (20142016), Executive Director of STD-TECO in Ottawa Canada(2016-2018), and currently the first
Executive Director of STD-TECO in Boston U.S.A.(2018-present).
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Opening Ceremony Keynote Speech –
Black Cats, 35th Squadron & U-2
黑貓中隊及 U-2 簡介
Mr. Johnny Shen,沈宗李先生
Former Pilot, Black Cats, 35th Squadron & U-2
前黑貓中隊作戰官

Distinguished Professional Achievement Award
傑出專業成就獎

Mr. Johnny Shen, 沈宗李先生
前黑貓中隊作戰官 （4 年）為台灣提供傑出專業服務，
完成他們的時代任務。
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疾風魅影－黑貓中隊」紀錄片首映會上，前總統馬英九與夫人周美青也都到場支持。
「黑貓中隊」老成員心情也很激動，感謝導演讓他們「又見天日」！(江昭倫攝)
Video
飛將在 -《疾風魅影 黑貓中隊》紀錄片主題曲 Official Music Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6bMaNRucY4
URL
https://web02.rti.org.tw/news/view/id/429212
https://youtu.be/1WFzd5t8DEo
https://www.rti.org.tw/news/view/id/421823
黑貓中隊是冷戰時期，中華民國空軍為配合美國中央情報局情蒐要求成立的秘密中隊，
導演楊佈新花了將近 6 年時間將這段歷史拍攝成紀錄片「疾風魅影-黑貓中隊」，首映會
上更促成 6 名「黑貓中隊」老成員一同現身，心情相當激動的他們，感謝導演讓「黑貓
中隊又見天日！」。楊佈新：『他們在那個的年代，犧牲奉獻，為台灣這塊土地，他們
也完成他們的任務，也將告別這個世代，他們留下這段溫暖歷史是過去課本沒有，我們
希望台灣下一代年輕人能夠有機會看的話，至少知道那個時代最有種的年輕人，現在的
年輕人究竟要為台灣創造什麼樣的未來，這個也是我們所期待的。』「疾風魅影-黑貓中
隊」紀錄片 2019 年 10 月 26 日全台上映，看這一群當年台灣青年如何為自己的青春歷史
留下見證。
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CAAPS Special Honorary Award
特別榮譽獎
Dr. James Pi, 畢東江博士
畢東江博士長期支持美東華人學術聯誼
會年會活動發展，於 2001 年獲頒本會
美東之友榮譽奬,於 2013 年獲頒本會
傑出企業楷模獎，本會為肯定畢東江博
士對本會，國家及社會的重大貢獻與卓
越成就， 特頒此特別榮譽奬於 2019
年會。
Dr. James Pi 畢東江博士 is President of
Pi Capital Partners, LLC, a real estate
management/development company, Victoria
Cruises, Inc., a management and marketing firm
which promotes Yangtze River cruises globally.
He is both a dreamer and entrepreneur, a
visionary who executes his dreams. In building
an enterprise, he seeks out opportunities with
long-term potential. Pi Capital currently manages
its own numerous properties, including retail, office/commercial and rental residential leases.
Dr. Pi looks forward to continued expansion in the New York metropolitan area. He received the
Ellis Island Medal of Honor Award in 2003; He was recipients include six U.S Presidents,
members of Congress, Governors, businessmen, entertainers and community leaders. He
received an award from Senator Hillary Clinton for excellent service to the community. In 2014,
he received an honorary Ph.D. degree from the Taiwan National Ocean University where he
graduated in 1969 from the Department of Navigation and Shipping Management.
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Session 1

Technology Innovation & Applications
科技創新與應用
CAAPS 2019 Annual Convention
August 17, 2019, Saturday
2:15 PM-3:45 PM, Phoenix East West, 2nd Floor

召集人 Organizer: Mr. Stephen H. C. Lee 李賢治先生, Manager, Cleveland
Tungsten Inc.
主持人 Chair: Mr. Guang-Nan Fanjiang 范姜光男先生, Principal (Retired),
Weidlinger Associates, Inc.
Speakers and Topics 主講人及講題:
New San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge East Span 連接舊金山和奧克蘭大橋
的新東架徑, Mr. Guang-nan Fanjiang, 范姜光男先生, Principal (Retired),
Weidlinger Associates, Inc.
Green Energy and Innovated Green Products 綠色能源和創新的綠色產品,
Mr. David Wei, 魏學常先生, Chairman and CEO, US Solargy Inc.
On the Effectiveness of the Secure Software Development Life Cycle Models
軟體安全開發生命週期模式有效性之探討, Prof. Jing-Chiou Liou, 劉景秋教授,
School of Computer Science at Kean University, New Jersey.
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Organizer 召 集 人 : Stephen H. C. Lee 李 賢 治 先 生
graduated from National Taipei University of Technology in 1970 and
received his MS in Chemical Engineering from New Jersey Institute
of Technology in 1978. He worked for the Chinese Petroleum
Corporation in Taipei as a petroleum engineer from 1971 to 1975. He
was the Engineering Manager at Cleveland Tungsten Inc. and
Cleveland Tungsten (S) PTE. LTD. where he worked on tungsten
processes development, chemical and powder plant design, tungsten
and tungsten carbide powder production and quality control. In
addition, he had designed ammonium paratung state plants in China
and a tungsten plant in Singapore. Furthermore, he had designed, set
up and been in charge of the daily operations of a tungsten and tungsten carbide powder plant in
upstate New York. He is a Fellow of AIChE and member of ACS, TMS, APMI. He is serving
as President of UTUCAA and a Vice President of CAAPS.

Chair 主持人: Guang-Nan Fanjiang 范姜光男先生 is a
retired Principal of Weidlinger Associates, Inc. Mr. Fanjiang’s
outstanding leadership and prominence in complex bridge
engineering have contributed significantly to the firm’s success.
Since joining Weidlinger, Mr. Fanjiang had risen to become the
Managing Director of firm’s prominent bridge engineering practice,
as well as suspension and long-span bridges. He had had a
significant influence in expanding the firm’s complex bridge
engineering practice. Since the mid-1990s, he had tripled the firm’s
business in bridge design. In 2002, he received an Outstanding
Achievement Award in Bridge Engineering from the International
Chinese Transportation Professionals Association (ICTPA), and in 2008, he was selected one of
the 50 Outstanding Asia American in Business Award. Mr. Fanjiang graduated from the National
Taipei University of Technology and received his M.S. in Civil Engineering from Kansas State
University. He received an NTUT Outstanding Alumni Award in NTUT 97th Anniversary
Ceremony in 2008. He was a speaker in the Engineering and Applications Technical Session at
CAAPS 2013 Annual Convention, and was serving as CAAPS President in 2015 and
Chairman in 2018.

New San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge East Span
連接舊金山和奧克蘭大橋的新東架徑
Guang-Nan Fanjiang 范姜光男
Email: guang.fanjiang@gmail.com
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The original San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge was completed on November 12, 1936. The
bridge was located between two major faults – Hayward and San Andreas. In 1989, one of the
bridge section collapsed when Loma Prieta earthquake (7.1M) hit the Bay area. The California
Department of Transportation selected TY Lin International/Moffatt & Nichol (Joint Venture) to
design a new East Span that can withstand the most powerful earthquakes and open to traffic
within days. Weidlinger Associates Inc. was a sub-consultant to the Joint Venture to design its
Self – Anchored Suspension (SAS) Bridge.

The Photo shows the suspension cable coming out from the single tower to support the roadway.
(The background is the original Bridge which was removed after New Span was opened.)

New East Span was opened to traffic in 2013. The unique features of the SAS structure includes
a world record 258 feet wide deck and a single 525 feet tall tower. The tower has four steel legs
which are designed to move independently to each other like shock absorbers if an earthquake
struck. The other unique feature is the suspension cable which wraps around the west piers, pulls
over the top of tower, and anchors at the East Anchorage. It basically is one cable anchored at
one side of the Anchorage pulled over one side of the tower top, wrapped from one side to the
other side of the west pier, pulled back up to the other side of the tower, and anchored to the
other side of the East Anchorage.
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Green Energy and Innovated Green Products
綠色能源和創新的綠色產品
David Wei 魏學常
Chairman and CEO, US Solargy Inc.
Email: Davidw@USSolargy.com

Global warming becomes a big issue to the humanity and has brought a lot of attention of
government, environmentalist, scientist and Green tech industries. How can we control the CO2
emission in order to keep a healthy environment for our future generations to live in? How can
we control the temperature increase to be under 2 degrees? What kind of technologies can help
us to reach the goal? There are serious environmental issues need to be resolved, and Green
Energy products and other Green & sustainable products are the solutions to these issues.
In this section we will talk about the Energy Market and its incredible growth - more than
double at 2040 than today, which may potentially generate a lot of environmental pollution. This
can be a major cause of future environmental health issue… How can we manage its growth
without sacrifice our environmental health? What technologies can we use to generate the
additional electricity without generate more pollution? Thanks to all the Green Techs and
everyone’s efforts, with quick adoption of Green Energies & Technologies that causes
dramatically cost dropped and technology improvement, something seems to be impossible to
accomplish before, now it may be possible.
We will also go over Green Energies, like Solar Power, Wind Power, Geo-thermal,
Energy Storage and other green powers are the key to the environmental control, and especially
Energy Storage which is going to be a green technology that will soon be widely used and
adopted quickly. With Electrical Vehicle becomes more popular and soon will dominate the
market which will also help battery price dropped quickly and technology improvement in the
near future.
Self-sufficient Green Community is a concept to build a standalone self-sufficient
community with all green products without any non-green products to cut down the pollution and
generate a green and livable environment for our future generations. Each solution within it can
be used separately to resolved non-green issue and help environment. We will talk about
Environment and health monitoring, light steel prefabbed house/building, smart home/building,
green house, Mobile Waste to Energy Solution and water purification etc… beside the
Green Energy.
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Mr. David Wei, 魏學常先生 graduated from Dept. of Civil
Engineering from Taipei Institute of Technology, he received a M. S.
degree of Computer Science, and a MBA degree from Stevens
Institute of Technology. Mr. David Wei holds the Chairman/CEO of
US Solargy Inc., an innovative Solar Energy Company, committed to
develop, implement and invest all Green and Sustainability products.
The ultimate goal of his company is to create a “Self Sufficient
Green Community”, like Environmental & Health Monitoring &
Remediation, Wind Energy, Green House, Geo-thermal, Water
Purification, …, etc, Mr. Wei also holds the following positions: (A)
President of US Solargy PPA LLC, (B) President/Founder of
CompuPlus International Inc, and (C) Chief Global Advisor and US exclusive
representative of Akcome Metals Group.

On the Effectiveness of the Secure Software Development
Life Cycle Models
軟體安全開發生命週期模式有效性之探討
Jing-Chiou Liou 劉景秋
School of Computer Science
Kean University NJ
E-mail: jliou@kean.edu
Software security is an important and a prevalent element in today’s society. The Secure
Software Development Life-Cycle (SSDLC) is similar to the SDLC but includes security
components into the development phases. There have been many models proposed that are
primary modified from existing SDLC models. A study was conducted to survey different
SSDLC models and compared four popular models for their effectiveness based on four sets of
criteria derived from their common characteristics.
1. Overview
Cyber-Security has become prevalent and important in today’s society. According to Internet
study, 1 in 3 Americans become victims of a cyber-attack. According to USA Today, last year,
15.4 million Americans were victims of Identity fraud. In the last year, Equifax underwent a data
breach and 143 million Americans were victims. Information stolen included credit card
numbers and social security numbers.
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IT projects use a process model, called the System Development Life-Cycle or Software
Development Life-Cycle (SDLC), to manage software development. There are a few different
models of SDLC proposed and used in IT industry. The two most popular ones are: Waterfall
and Agile. However, conventionally security components are not incorporated into the SDLC
process. It is when the software is completed and at its operation then security is taken into
account. Hence, that leaves room for vulnerabilities and room for hackers to attack the system.
That is when the Secure Software Development Life-Cycle comes in to fill the gap in recent
development of Secure Software Development Life Cycle (SSDLC).
Most of the proposed SSDLC models are developed with additional activities or components
inserted in the its corresponding SDLC. Some SSDLC were proposed primary based on the
Waterfall modes. And others are targeting on Agile model. A common SSDLC is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. SSDLC Reference Model

2. Comparison of SSDLC models using Assessment Criteria
2.1. Analysis of Characteristics and Assessment Criteria
There are some comparisons of different SSDLC models done by other researchers [1]. But these
articles did not perform actual comparison based any measurements or used any criteria derived
from the characteristics embedded in the SSDLC models they compared.
To perform the comparison of SSDLC models in more technical depth, we need to look into
the characteristics of those popular models and select the common criteria from the
characteristics for comparison. We have chosen four popular models: Microsoft’s Trustworthy
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Computing Security Development Life-Cycle model (SDL) [2], Gary McGraw Touch-Point
Model [3]. Software Engineering Institute (SEI) Team Software Process (TSP) for Secure
Software Development [4], and the SSDLC model developed by Abhinav Rastogi and Russell L.
Jones [5].
Based on those similar characteristics that concluded from the study of the four models, we
have developed four sets of criteria: Focus area of Application, Implementation of model,
security Implementations and Enhancement, and Security training and Staffing.
2.2. Comparison from Criteria
Based on information collected, As shown in the Table 1, for the Focus Area of Application
group of criteria, no model as of now works for both waterfall and agile development. In the
second criteria, the more universal model is the Rastogi and Jones model and Microsoft’s. In the
third criteria, the only mode that does not have all the phases required in the SSDLC is the SEI
model. The more effective model was the Rastogi and Jones model, the second effective model
was Microsoft’s model.

Table 1. Comparison Results from criteria 1-5.

For the Security enhancements and implementation group, As depicted in the Table 2, the
more effective models are the Jones and Rastogi model and Microsoft’s model. Security testing
is done in at least two of the phases for all models. All models have security components in each
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phase except the SEI model because it does not have a deployment/operations phase which has
security components and protocols releasing and monitoring the software.

Table 2. Comparison Results from criteria 6-11.

3. Conclusions
There are many Secure Software Development Life-Cycle models available to the IT industry.
Some of them are very similar to each other. However, since most IT projects are different in
terms of sizes, operation objectives, as well as the sectors of industry, the SSDLC model has to
be general enough to meet at least some of the criteria for an IT organization’s software
development. This study is only meant to compare existing popular models and to identify which
one is most effective for being used for most or many IT projects and the one that would be most
effective in protecting a software from various attacks and vulnerabilities.
References
1. Manico, J. (n.d.). Secure SSDLC. Last retrieved 6/30/19, https://www.issala.org/wpcontent/uploads/Jim-Manico-SDLC-Architecture-v14.pdf.
2. Microsoft. (2012). Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) – Process Guidance.
Last retrieved 6/30/19, https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/84aed1861d75-4366-8e61-8d258746bopq.aspx.
3. McGraw, G., Software Security, IEEE Security and Privacy, pp. 32-35, March/April 2004.
4. Over, J. W., Team Software Software Process for Secure Software Development, 2002.
https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/asset_files/Presentation/2002_017_001_24393.pdf.
5. Jones, R. L., and Rastogi, A., Secure Coding: Building Security into the Software
Development Life Cycle. 29-39. Information Systems Security, Vol. 13, Issue 5, 2004.
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Prof. Jing-Chiou Liou 劉景秋教授 received his Ph.D. in
Computer Engineering from the New Jersey Institute of Technology
in 1995. He is currently an Associate Professor in the School of
Computer Science at the Kean University, New Jersey, USA. Prior
to joining the Kean University, Dr. Liou had worked in the software
industry, including AT&T, IBM, and Lucent Technologies, for 15
years. Dr. Liou is among the Technical Committee on Software
engineering of IASTED and a member of the international
Committee on AICIT's international conference series. Dr. Liou’s
current areas of research focus primary on cyber security, software
engineering and technology management.
His professional web site is http://www.kean.edu/~jliou.
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Session 2

Culture Inheritance and Innovation Session
文化傳承與創新
CAAPS 2019 Annual Convention
August 17, 2019, Saturday
2:15 ~ 3:45 PM, Phoenix Terrace, 2nd Floor

Organizer 召集人: Dr. Ping-Tsai Chung 鍾炳釆博士
Chairman, CAAPS (Chinese American Academic & Professional Society) 2019
Co-Organizer 召集人 and Chair 主持人: Prof. Sarah H. Chung 蕭醒華教授
SUNY Downstate Medical Center.
Speakers and Topics 主講人及講題:
Classical Origins of Modern Prose and Overseas Writers: Taking Mu Xin as
an Example, 現代散文的古典淵源和海外作家： 以木心為例, Paul Xinye Qiu,
邱辛曄, 法拉盛圖書館副館長.
Hakka Culture, 客家文化的源流, Dr. J. C. Fann 范增昌博士, President of
Hakka Association of NY.
A Case Study of a Chinese/English Dual Language Program in New York City
一個紐約市中英雙語教育課程的成功個案,許雅寧博士. Prof. Ya-Ning, Amy,
Hsu, 許雅寧教授, Teachers College, Columbia University.
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Organizer 召集人: Dr. Ping-Tsai Chung, 鍾炳釆博士
is a Life member of Chinese American Academic and
Professional Society (CAAPS), and he served as the President of
CAAPS in 2010, Chairman of CAAPS in 2013, 2014 and 2019.
Dr. Chung is a Tenured Full Professor with Long Island University
(LIU), New York. He has served as Chair of Computer Science
Department of LIU Brooklyn Campus for nine years from June
2004 to August 2013.
His Teaching Interests are Artificial Intelligence, Computer
Architecture, Databases, and Data Security. His Research Interests
are Intelligent Computing, Data Mining, Machine Learning, Networks, and Data Security.
Earlier, he has worked with Bell Labs in U.S.A. for developing High Speed Network
Management Systems. Dr. Chung received his Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from New
York University – Polytechnic Institute, Tendon School of Engineering, where is an Adjunct
Professor since 2013. He is an Alumnus of National Taipei University of Technology, where he
received Outstanding Alumni Award at NTUT 95th Anniversary Ceremony, Taipei, in 2006.
Dr. Chung is the Founding Chair of the NY Chapter of IEEE Systems, Man, & Cybernetics
(SMC) Society, and he is Founding Faculty Counselor of The IEEE SMC Society and Computer
Society Student Branch joint Chapter at LIU-Brooklyn. Under Dr. Chung’s leadership, these
Chapters have been awarded 2014 IEEE SMCS Outstanding Chapter Award, and 2016 IEEE
SMCS Outstanding Student Branch Chapter Award, respectively. Furthermore, Dr. Chung is
serving Chair of Education Committee of IEEE NY Section and Chair (Acting) of NY Chapter
of IEEE Computer Society. Dr. Chung was a featured Listee in Who's Who in America (20032014), and was an inductee of Albert Nelson Marquis' Lifetime Achievement Award in 2018.

Co-Organizer 召集人 and Chair 主持人:
Prof. Sarah H. Chung 蕭醒華教授 is an adjunct faculty
with SUNY Downstate Medical Center, Medical Informatics
Department Master of Science program, Brooklyn, NY since
2006. Her teachings include Internet Integration in Healthcare,
Database System Applications in Biomedicine and Computer
Science for Medical Informatics. Ms. Sarah is an alumnus of St.
John’s University, where she acquired well preparations for her
American dreams. In addition, she had been invited as an Adjunct
Assistant Professor taught Business Analytics & Information Systems courses include Database
Management, Advanced Web Programming with Peter J. Tobin College, St. John’s University
from 2010 to 2013. She is working as a Senior Data Analyst in Healthcare with NYU
Langone Medical Center and School of Medicine since June, 2013.
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In 2017, Sarah received a Technology Innovation award from by NYU Langone Medical Center
in recognition of her contribution to the team. Prior to join NYU, Sarah worked with American
Express Publishing from December, 2000 to May, 2013 as a Manager of Data Management and
Finance Systems. As a leader in Technology, Sarah always brought her “Will to Win” spirit into
colleagues and friends, which She has been awarded by American Express three times among
different categories during her thirteen services. Besides professional career, Sarah is a good
reader, celebrity biography always makes her love it. Sarah also engaged in poetry recitation
during high school study at Tsai Hsing School. She was inspired by her high school teacher, who
is famous poet, Xiao Xiao. In addition, Sarah was a choir soprano along her learning ages.
Read, poetry recitation and choir experience, Sarah owns a cheerful and optimistic attitude.
She currently serves as special correspondent in New York for Vocal Asia, expanding an
international stage. She was the CAAPS Vice President of Academic Affairs in 2013.

Classical Origins of Modern Prose and Overseas Writers:
Taking Mu Xin as an Example
現代散文的古典淵源和海外作家： 以木心為例
Paul Xinye Qiu, 邱辛曄
Email: Xinye.Qiu@queenslibrary.org
Chinese modern prose is the product of the anti-ancient movement of the New Literature
Movement in 1919. Therefore, from the very beginning, it was with the attitude of breaking with
the Chinese tradition and determined to establish its own written language paradigm based on
vernacular and spoken language. From the perspective of Chinese classics, the main bearing of
Chinese culture lies in poetry and articles or essay. The essay includes a variety of format and
styles, from the texts in practical use to argumentative debates, to the esthetic writing, but they
are all exclusive right of scholars and literati. The written form of essay had a natural barrier
with spoken language, ensuring their own tradition carried on.
The vernacular movement popularized the writers and made way for spoken into essay. This was
value in it. However, due to the politicization of vernacular and new literary movements, as well
as the lack of inheritance of classics, Chinese modern written language lacks the necessary
transitions between ancient and modern, and new forms of modern prose gradually lose the
ancient Chinese characters, elegant, and richness. It was cut off the connection with classic
articles. 100 years later, we need to review and reflect new literature movement from a newer
perspective. The 1919 initiatives and aftermath movement interrupted the tradition - including
the composition method and the humanistic spirit - that is particularly seem from the
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disappointment of the Chinese literati and their works after the 1950s. Overseas modern prose
writing, however, is different story. Therefore, the history of modern prose has its diversity: the
politicized text of the mainland, the Chinese writings of Hong Kong and Taiwan in preservation
and revival, and the prose that have gained new life overseas.
In this speech, the presenter will first to outline the tradition of Chinese classical essays, to make
a statement that inheritance of Chinese language especially written language is modern prose's
valuable but lost resource; the second is to make a brief discussion of Mu Xin whose essays
showcases achievement of overseas essayists.
中國現代散文是1919年新文學運動反古文運動的產品。因此從一開始就帶著與中國傳統
決裂的態度，以白話、口語建立起自己的語言範型。從中國經典的角度看來，中國文化
的主要承載在於詩文。文，包括了各種文體，從應用文到說理辯論，到寫景抒情，但都
是讀書人和文人的“專利”，其紙本文章的書面語形式，與口語之間有一道天然的屏障
，確保了自己的傳統和傳承。白話文運動普及了文的創造者，口語進入文章。這本來是
民主化的優勢。然而，由於白話文、新文學運動的政治化，文字和文章缺乏繼承，漢語
書面語缺乏古今間必要的過渡，新形式的現代文章（散文、雜文、隨筆、小品等），逐
漸喪失了古漢語文字的優雅、豐富，割斷了與經典文章的聯繫。100年之後，反省這一段
歷史，除了對於文脈 --- 包括作文方法和人文精神兩方面 -中斷的遺憾，尤其是對
1950年代之後中國大陸文人及其作品缺少真正精品的痛心，我們發現海外的現代散文寫
作，別有生機。因此，現代散文歷史具有多樣性：大陸的泛政治化文字，港台的保持和
復興的漢語作品，以及在海外獲得新生機的文章。本次闡述，首在勾勒中國古典文章的
傳統，說明其當為現代漢語散文的起源；其次，以木心為海外散文大家的代表，作一個
簡要論述。

Paul Xinye Qiu, 邱辛曄, 法拉盛圖書館副館長
was an editor with a renowned publisher in Shanghai before went to
the US. He is a librarian and public library administrator for 20
years. Other social responsibilities include Executive Director,
Organizing Committee for the Flushing Poetry Festival, an 501 (c)
non-profit organization, Vice President of Chinese Writers Abroad
Center, a PEN International affiliation. He has published books on
poetry, biography, social studies etc. Mr. Qiu has Master of Art
degrees in several areas from both China and the US.

邱辛曄擔任公共圖書館員近20年；現任皇后圖書館之法拉盛圖書館副館長。來美前曾任
上海三聯書店編輯。他也是法拉盛詩歌節組委會執行委員，紐約海外華文作家筆會副會
長。出版了多種書籍，涵蓋詩歌、傳記、社會研究等方面。他在中國和美國，在文學、
歷史、圖書館學等領域獲得了多個碩士學位。
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Hakka Culture
客家文化的源流
J. C. Fann 范增昌
Consultant & Educator
Email: tf30218n@gmail.com
In relation to cultural inheritance and innovation, its essence is to explore the method of
mastering the cultural achievements accumulated by its predecessors. The old meaning must be
abandoned; new knowledge created and then planted into society to enable future generations to
ﬂourish from it. Proximity to cinnabar makes you red and to pitch makes you black. Different
environments provide different inﬂuences. Nature determines a person’s character. The deﬁnition
of culture, according to the dictionary, “is a group of people with similar ideas and beliefs,
gradually forming similar values”. A cultural group of people have similar characteristics and
knowledge in education, religion, the media, friends, families, clans, etc. Society’s tangible or
intangible, direct or indirect effects, gradually condense into the values of the cultural group is
manifested in individuals, families, or collective behavior. The ﬁerce people even sacriﬁce their
lives. This is the cultural character of this group. Culture is also the culmination of actions and
results of human understanding and transformation of the world. This "world" covers nature and
society. Culture consists of four levels, namely material, institutional, custom and spiritual
consciousness. Spiritual culture includes beliefs, ethics, arts, knowledge, etc., which develops
into individual or collective values and the meaning of human existence. Most of the cultural
concepts we use are such narrow cultural concepts. We often hear friends talk about various
cultures for example: Company culture Family culture National culture Eastern culture Western
culture Taiwanese culture Hakka culture Therefore culture is not a very difﬁcult term, although
the perception for each person may be very different. In this article, I wish to share the Hakka
culture. There are about 50 million Hakka people in the world and about 4.53 million Hakka
people in Taiwan according to a 2016 survey, however; only 2.12 million people speak Hakka
language. This number is decreasing from year to year.
Hakka Originated in Central China from the end of the Eastern Jin Dynasty (317 - 420) to the
end of the Qing Dynasty (1644 – 1912), for more than a thousand years, the Hakka ancestors
experienced ﬁve large-scale migrations from the Central Plains, from north to south. The Central
Plains refers to the area along the middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River, which is now
centered on Henan Province, Xia Dynasty people. (Sang Dynasty).
1. Wuhu Chaohua (304 ~ 439).
2. The end of the Tang Dynasty, the Yellow Nest chaos (618 – 907).
3. At the end of the Northern Song Dynasty, Jin Ren and Yuan Ren invaded and many Hakkas
participated in the resistance of the Yuan soldiers. To the death of the Southern Song Dynasty,
the Hakkas moved to the northeast of Guangdong. (960~1127).
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4. Emperor Kangxi of the Qing Dynasty encouraged Hakka to move to Sichuan, Guangxi,
Taiwan and other places for pioneering. (1661 ~ 1722).
5. The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom’s uprising failed and many Hakkas moved to southern
Guangdong, Hainan Island and even immigrated overseas. (1851 ~ 1854).
How the Hakka family migrated to Taiwan Hakkas' landing points and settlement:
1. Da-Gau, Donggang → Zhutian, Neipu, Wanxi, Mino.
2. Lukang, Zhuoshui River → Changhua, Yunlin, Nantou.
3. Da'an → Dajia, Fengyuan, Dongshi.
4. Tongyu, Hongmao Port → Hsinchu. The Hakka people are skilled at farming in the hills and
mountains in the original township. Therefore, they are engaged in farming in some inland areas,
mostly in the hilly mountains of Taiwan.
Hakka Traditions 1. Farming, reading and focusing on culture: the Hakkas is an ethnic
group that has migrated from the Central Plains, inheriting the culture of the ancestors, so
education and culture are of importance for them. 2. Loyalty and Tolerance: In the past, we
constantly faced environmental challenges. We need to preserve the culture of the Central Plains
while absorbing the new environment and the culture of neighboring communities. Historically,
as the result of the invasions by the Mongolian army, the Manchus, and of Taiwan by the
Japanese, a large number of Hakkas have risen to resist, rather than die. 3. Honoring parents,
hardworking, brave and determined, united and strong. 4. Planting while the sunshines,
reading while it’s raining, respecting the heavens and cherishing things, and the harmony
between the heavens and the earth. During the reign of the two Chiangs’ in power, one-party
dictatorship, and the implementation of one culture policy, Mandarin was the national language.
Other languages were dialects, causing Hakkas to have a strong adaptability to become invisible
ethnic groups. Until the rotation of political parties, the Taiwan government began to construct a
culturally-centered national identity to defend democratic values and to build a civil society. The
Hakka group also re-constructed the identity of Hakka culture and promoted the Renaissance of
the Hakka of Taiwan. This was led by the Hakka Committee of the Ministry of Government and
assisted by the Hakka Culture Department of the local government, and by the folk Hakka
scholars. They jointly launched the "Promotion of the Renaissance of the Hakkas of
Taiwan" to revitalize the identity of the Hakka culture by saving and highlighting the
family of "Jews of the East".
The Hakka Basic Law was revised at 01/31/2018. It is clear that the Hakka language is one of the
national languages and is equal to the languages of other ethnic groups. According to the Hakka
Basic Law, the Hakka Committee of the Executive Yuan should be listed as a key development
zone for Hakka culture for the township (town, city, district) with a population of more than onethird of the Hakka population to strengthen the inheritance and development of the Hakka
language, culture and cultural industries. In more than one-third of the Hakka population, the
Hakka language should be used as one of the common language to strengthen the Hakka
language. Government agencies, police stations, and schools must use Hakka dialect as the
language of communication. The government should set up Hakka related classes in the national
examination in order to meet the needs of Hakka's ofﬁcial business. After the election, the "Tien
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Con’ngid" was publicly accepted as the Hakka Day. Gradually, the Hakka communities around
the world held the celebration of Hakka Day on the weekend before and after the day. According
to the chairman of the Board of Directors Li, Yong-De: The implementation of the Hakka
language policy requires the following: 1. Building a sense of value and glory in the history
of Hakka culture 2. The environment in which Hakka language is used 3. High quality
learning environment the above three must be parallel to and complementing one another.
The prides in the history of Hakka culture. Hakka historical celebrities:
1. Zhang, Jiu-ling (678-740): Prime Minister and poet of the Tang Dynasty.
2. Fann, Zhong-yan (898~1025): a famous politician, strategist, educator and writer in the
Northern
Song Dynasty. He studied for a lifetime and experienced a total of 46 places in the
Song Dynasty,
including the capital, the two provinces, the twenty-seven states, the ﬁve
armies, and the eleven
counties. It is evident that his achievements in the Northern Song
Dynasty were a profound inﬂuence. Fann, Zhong-yan is a talented person. His “Being the ﬁrst
to bear the hardships, and the last to enjoy comforts" is one of the family trainings that I
remembered since childhood.
3. Ouyang, Xiu (1007-1072): One of Eight Schools in the Tang and Song Dynasties, the
Northern Song
Dynasty, the governor of the political affairs (deputy). 4. Wen, Tian-xiang
(1236-1283): Prime Minister of the Southern Song Dynasty. After the capture, not
surrendering, he left a famous quote before the righteousness. “All people will die and he would
rather set a model for all generations."
5. Yuan, Chong-huan (1584-1630): The Ming Dynasty Military Department General, anti-Qing
Ming.
6. Song, Ying-xing (1578-1666): Author of “Tian-gong Kai-wu” (Encyclopedia of Agriculture
and Handicrafts), a famous scientist of the Ming Dynasty.
7. Hong, Xiu-Chuan (1814-1864): Taiping Heavenly Kingdom King.
8. Ding, Ri-chang (1823-1882): Leader of the Qing Dynasty Western Affairs Movement.
9. Liu, Yong-fu (1837-1917): General of the Black Flag Army of the Qing Dynasty, defeated the
French army several times in Vietnam.
10. Chiu, Feng-jia (1864-1912): The leader of the anti-Japanese security platform, there is a
famous saying that "the prime minister has the right to cut the land, and the loyal minister can't
go back to
heaven."
11. Sun, Yat-sen (1866-1925): The founding father of the Republic of China, advocating the
Three People's Principles.
12. Xie, Jinyuan (1905-1941): In 1937, he was the head of the eight hundred strong men in the
four-line warehouse.
13. Lee, Kuan Yew (1923-2015): Singapore's founding father.
14. Deng, Xiao-ping; Lee, Teng-hui; Wu, Zuo-dong; Li, Xian-long and so on.
If there were no Hakkas in Asia, history would run a different course. Revitalization of the
Hakka Hometowns • The development of the tourist industry in Hakka townships - Hakka 369,
launched the "Romantic Taiwan 3 Line", plus the “beautiful six piles Hakka hometowns”, and
now the main "Happiness Taiwan 9 Road”. • Establish Hakka TV stations and Hakka Radio
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stations, strengthen grassroots education, train international-level Hakka performance teams and
promote them overseas. • Hakka Cultural Center of City, County and Township - Establishment
of Hakka Culture Theme Park and Hakka Campus • Establishing a Hakka Academy - A Study of
the Themes Rewarding Hakka Culture • The Hakka Advisory Committee was set up to hold a
global Hakka consultation conference. The global Hakka communities were invited to return to
Taiwan to participate in the four-day Global Hakka Conference, so that Hakka Basic Law and
Policies could be communicated and implemented globally. After more than ten years of hard
work, the Hakka Culture Heritage in Taiwan is now established as the Hakka cultural capital of
the world. Taiwan is the country with the most Hakka resources in the world and the deepest
Hakka culture. All in all, culture is the result of all human behaviors that recognize and transform
the "world." In order to adapt to different geographical environments, human beings gradually
form different cultures. They are all wisdom treasures accumulated by human beings for tens of
millions of years. We can feel the difference in food, arts, music, residence, literature,
performing arts, behavior, etc. There is no good or bad among them. There are only differences
among different cultures. Moreover, culture is a treasure of mankind. It is worthy of exploration
and research. The culture suitable for modern people should be preserved, that is, the so-called
inheritance. Furthermore, we should use modern technology to integrate other cultures, create
new cultures and promote them globally. Recently, the United Nations Culture and Education
Organization has also begun to pay attention to the issue of cultural inheritance and innovation.
Europe has held a European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018 conference in Ireland. UN NGOs
will also host 68th UN Civil Society Conference in Salt Lake City, Utah in the week of August
26, 2019. Its theme is to emphasize the importance of cultural heritage. In the meantime, it is
also encouraged that all ethnic groups around the world build on the culture of its predecessors
and cooperate with the present time and space to open up a new culture and pass it on to future
generations.
References:
[1] "Hakka, Resource", Hakka Association of NY 2019 Annual Journal, by C. Y. Chang.
[2] Hakka people, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hakka_people
[3] Videos:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfxgw5d1Q9Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOwhlSYIjcM

Dr. J. C. Fann 范增昌博士 received his Doctorate in Business
Administration (DBA) degree from Pace University, New York,
a MBA degree from the University of Pittsburgh, and Bachelor
degree in Education from the National Taiwan Normal University
(NTNU). He is serving as president of Hakka Association of NY and
President of NTU Alumni Association President and the C.E.O. of
D/F LLC and Founder and conductor of Hakka Association of NY
Choir. He was the C.E.O. of the Taipei Arts Educational Institute
(TAEI). He worked with Digital Equipment Corporate as Financial
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Manager, Project Manager, Component Manager, Engineer, Mutzusita/Panasonic Taiwan as
Manufacture Plant Quality Assurance Engineer.
Earlier, he was a teacher with National I-Lan University. In addition to business career, Dr. J. C.
Fann and his spouse Pianist Gretta Shiow-Jen were invited to perform at Vancouver Canada,
Lima Peru, Nashville TN, New York NY, NJ USA several times. Dr. Fann and spouse Gretta
Shiow Jen You established "Taipei Arts Educational Institute" in 1995 at Taipei, capital of
Taiwan. TAEI dedicated on arts and music and cultural education. TAEI hosted national youth
music competitions to support young musicians and sponsor those winners' education. TAEI also
sponsored a "TAEI Recorder Ensemble" to Tokyo to attend 1997 Japanese National Recorders
Competition and won the highest honor. Meanwhile TAEI sponsored a group to visit Nashville
TN USA to join Nashville International Culture Festival in 1998. Dr, Fann established, trained,
and conducted many choruses such as I-Lan Industrial & Agricultural Vocational High School
Choir, DEC Taiwan Plant Choir, Taipei Gu-Ting Community Choir, and Arts Children Choir. In
2000, Dr. Fann was appointed as a "Xing-Yuan-Xing Buddhism Chorus" conductor in New
York. Dr. Fann was one of the founders to found a None-Profit Organization of "Hakka Radio
Station" in 1997. He was elected as a chairman of Program Hosts Association. Dr. Fann hosted
many conferences to discuss and train all program hosts so that all hosts had a consensus to host
their programs. Dr. Fann himself hosted two programs named "Education Through Classic
Music" and "The Window of Classic Music" which got thousands audiences echo.

A Case Study of a Chinese/English Dual Language Program
in New York City
一個紐約市中英雙語教育課程的成功個案
Ya-Ning, Amy, Hsu 許雅寧
Email: Hsu2@tc.edu
This paper aims to review a Chinese/English Dual Language model in the U. S. The
Chinese/English Dual Language program is a relatively new, but promising and fast-growing,
language model to foster bilingualism in the context of U. S. education. This paper first provides
the rationale for the study and then, an overview of the bilingual educational models currently
available in the U.S. with elaboration on the Dual Language model. This study adopted a mixed
method approach. Teacher interviews, classroom observation and field notes were collected for
qualitative data analysis. Quantitative data includes the descriptive statistical analysis on the
Chinese and English literacy materials currently available at the school. The Chinese/English
Dual Language model informs the heterogeneity in Chinese educational models. The study
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discusses the development of the program, its challenges, and the significance and implications
of the Chinese/English Dual Language model to Chinese education. The paper calls for greater
resources and support from policy makers, educators, and administrators to further strengthen
the model.

Prof. Ya-Ning, Amy, Hsu, 許雅寧教授

received her
M.A. in TESOL (Teaching English as a Second Language) and
Ed. D. in Bilingual/Bicultural Education from Teachers College,
Columbia University. Her work experience includes adjunct
assistant professor, researcher, scholar and teacher trainer at
Teachers College, Columbia University and years of ESL/English
Language Arts/Bilingual classroom experiences in K-12 setting in
public and private schools in New York City, and writer and
columnist in both Asia and USA. Her research interests center on
bilingualism, bilingual/dual language program design and
implementation, ESL (English as a Second Language), and
literature-based reading curriculum. Dr. Hsu combines both her classroom experiences, theoretic
foundation and leadership roles to support learning communities worldwide. The educational
institutions she works with include YK Pao School, Concordia International Shanghai, and
Whittle School and Studio, among other distinguished institutions. In addition to holding 3
teaching licenses in the US, Dr. Hsu has background in counseling psychology, business/finance
and is a U.S. certified public accountant. She is also the co-chair of the Parent Leadership
Council at Columbia University to help students and families thrive in the US education system.
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Session 3
Biomedical Technology and Healthy Life

生醫科技與健康人生
CAAPS 2019 Annual Convention
August 17, 2019, Saturday
4:00 PM-5:30 PM, Phoenix Terrace, 2nd Floor

Organizer 召集人: Prof. Yue J. Lin 林友直教授, St. John’s University,
Queens, NY.
Chair 主持人: Prof. Jenghwa Chang 張正華教授, Donald and Barbara Zucker
School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell; Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY.
Speaker and Topics 主講人及和講題
情緒識別及管理對自我精神狀態的影響, 曹経緯博士, 教授, 華東師範大學心
理與認知科學學院
Tau Protein and Alzheimer's Disease 阿爾茨海默病和 Tau 蛋白, 劉飛教授,
紐約州立發育障礙基礎研究所神經化學系分子神經研究實驗室.
Global Collaborative Efforts for Therapy Development of Rare Diseases,
Prof. Sheng-Han Kuo 郭昇翰教授, M.D, Department of Neurology, College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University.
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Organizer 召集人: Prof. Yue J. Lin 林友直教授 is a
Professor Emeritus at St. John's University. He received a BS degree
from National Taiwan University, a MS degree and a PhD degree
from the Ohio State University. He worked as a crop breeder at
Taiwan Agricultural Research Institute, and an instructor at the Ohio
State University teaching biology and genetics before assuming his
faculty position at the St. John's University. His research interests are
genetics and cytogenetics and he had published many research
articles in various major journals in these fields. He served as the
President of Chinese American Academic and Professional
Society in 1988 and as the chairman in 2002 and 2003.

Chair 主 持 人 :

Prof. Jenghwa Chang 張 正 華 教 授

(BS, MS, National Chiao-Tung University; PhD, Polytechnic
University) Associate Professor of Radiation Medicine, Donald and
Barbara Zucker School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell;
Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics&Astronomy, Hofstra
University. Dr. Chang is a medical physicist certified by the
American Board of Radiology. He is currently a Senior Medical
Physicist and the Director of Medical Physics Residency Program at
the Department of Radiation Medicine, Northwell Health.
His major clinical responsibility is Gamma Knife stererotactic
radiosurgery/radiogherapy. Prior to his current position, Dr. Chang
held faculty appointments at NewYork Presbyterian Hospital (2010-2016), NYU Langone
Medical Center (2008-2009), and Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (1997-2008). Dr.
Chang is a site surveyor for ACR Radiation Oncology Practice Accreditation (ROPA) program
and is a reviewer for multiple international journals. His research interest involves applying
engineering and physics principles to medicine, particularly, in the fields of radiology and
radiation oncology. Dr. Chang was a pioneer in optical diffusion tomography for early detection
of breast cancers. He has also implemented the cone-beam computed tomography on a medical
linear accelerator to improve the treatment setup accuracy and critical organ avoidance for
radiation oncology patients. Dr. Chang is a member of IEEE, AAPM and ASTRO. He is
serving Vice President of Academic Affairs of CAAPS in 2019.
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情緒識別及管理對自我精神狀態的影響
曹經緯教授
華東師範大學心理與認知科學學院

一、人類生活上追求需要的進步演變
1. 吃飽丶穿暖 2. 安全丶健康 3. 精神狀態一情緒平穩正常丶滿足愉悅。

二、學習認識和理解情緒的進程
一無所知丶有所耳聞丶一知半解丶似懂非懂丶大致明白丶深有體會丶確實感受丶開始
重視丶用心面對丶積累經驗丶妥善調適維護丶健康受益。

三、何謂情緒
情緒是以個體願望和需要為中介的一種心理活動。
普通情緒：喜丶怒丶哀丶樂
基本情緒：喜丶怒丶哀丶懼丶羞恥
細膩微秒的情緒：嫉妒丶慚愧丶自豪丶自責 ⋯
情緒包括
1. 情緒體驗

2. 情緒行為

四、情緒管理
1. 情緒狀態 2. 情緒體驗
3. 情緒調節
*如何有效管理情緒
*情緒和情感的區別及聯繫
*情緒與老齡化現象的聯繫

3. 情緒喚醒

4. 認知対外界刺激的反應
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曹經緯博士. 台北 世界新聞專科學校(世新大學)畢業; 美國紐約
聖約翰大學經濟學士, MBA 企業管理碩士; 華東師範大學心理與
認知科學學院，臨床心理學博士. 專業應用心理學，具備國家二
級心理諮詢師資格。治療取向是以行為療法與人本取向相結合。
專業範圍：臨床心理學、諮詢心理學，發展心理學、管理心理學、
實驗心理學等，此外還完成過家庭治療、團體訓練和諮詢、青少
年成長心理輔導等培訓。發表的論文有、《分裂情感性精神障礙
的研究概況》，《分裂情感性精神障礙患者心理行為反應特點及
其家庭支持干預》。

Tau Protein and Alzheimer's Disease
阿爾茨海默病和 Tau 蛋白
劉飛博士教授
紐約州立發育障礙基礎研究所
神經化學系分子神經研究實驗室
阿爾茨海默病（Alzheimer Disease, AD）是一種起病隱匿、進行性發展的神經系統退
行性疾病。由於常常發生在老年人群，習慣上被稱作老年癡呆（Senile Dementia）。臨床
上 AD 以記憶障礙、失語、失用、失認、視空間技能損害、執行功能障礙以及人格和行為
改變等全面性癡呆表現為特征。AD 是多因素相關疾病，但衰老是其最主要的危險因素。
其發病率隨著年齡增長急劇增高。病理學上，AD 是以患者大腦中神經元外大量粥樣蛋白
（Amyloid Protein, AP）聚集形成的老年斑（Senile Plaque, SP）和神經元內大量的神經
元纖維纏結（Neurofibrillary Tangles, NFTs）為主要病理特征。上世紀八十年代，紐約
州立發育障礙基礎研究所的 Iqbal 夫婦首先發現 NFTs 的主要成分是異常過度磷酸化的
tau 蛋白聚集而形成的雙螺旋絲。Tau 蛋白是神經元中主要的微管相關蛋白。在 AD 患者
腦中，tau 分子修飾有多個磷酸化基團、被截斷等異常修飾，這些異常的修飾不僅使得
tau 蛋白失去正常的生物學功能，還變成毒性分子，聚集形成纏結，沉積在神經元內。这
种纏結的數量和在腦內的分佈與癡呆的癡呆和 AD 的進展明顯相關，被認為可能是 AD 致
病的關鍵。所以，tau 蛋白的異常在 AD 的發生發展中起重要作用。
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劉飛博士，1981 年 12 月畢業於南通醫學院，1991 年在蘇州醫
學院獲碩士學位，1999 年在上海醫科大學獲博士學位。 1999 年
-2003 年在美國著名的阿爾茨海默病研究專家 Drs. Iqbal 和
Chengxin Gong 實驗室做博士後。現在是紐約州立發育障礙基
礎研究所神經化學系分子神經實驗室主任、教授。主要研究領
域是阿爾茨海默病 tau 病理發生發展的分子機制。是美國生物
化學和分子生物學會、美國神經科學會和國際阿爾茨海默病學
會會員。在國際主流雜誌上發表阿爾茨海默病相關研究論文和
綜述 100 餘篇。擔任多個雜誌、基金的評審.

Global Collaborative Efforts for Therapy Development
of Rare Diseases
Sheng-Han Kuo, MD,1 Karla P Figueroa, MS,2 Stefan M Pulst, MD,2 Susan
Perlman, MD,3 George Wilmot, MD, PhD,4 Christopher M Gomez, MD, PhD,5
Jeremy Schmahmann, MD,6 Henry Paulson, MD, PhD,7 Vikram G Shakkottai,
MD, PhD,7 Sarah H Ying, MD,8 Theresa Zesiewicz, MD,9 Khalaf Bushara,
MD,10 Michael Geschwind, MD, PhD,11 Guangbin Xia, MD,12 SH Subramony,
MD,12 Tetsuo Ashizawa, MD13
1

Department of Neurology, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA.
Department of Neurology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA.
3
Department of Neurology, University of California Los Angeles, California, USA.
4
Department of Neurology, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
5
Department of Neurology, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, USA.
6
Department of Neurology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA.
7
Department of Neurology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA.
8
Department of Neurology, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, USA.
9Department of Neurology, University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida, USA.
10
Department of Neurology, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.
11
Department of Neurology, University of California San Francisco, California, USA.
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Department of Neurology and McKnight Brain Institute, University of Florida, Gainesville, USA.
13
Houston Methodist Research Institute, Houston, Texas, USA.
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Spinocerebellar Ataxias (SCAs) are a group of autosomal dominant genetic disorders,
with a predominant clinical feature of cerebellar ataxia. SCA1, 2, 3, and 6 are the most common
types in the United States and throughout the world, and these diseases are caused by CAG
repeat expansions in the respective genes. To date, there is no disease modifying therapy
available to stop the relentless diseases. With the advancement of gene therapy and other
technologies, the novel therapies are on the horizon for these SCAs with strong genetic
penetrance and well-studied disease mechanisms. However, to design effective clinical trials, we
will first know the natural history and diverse clinical features of SCAs. Therefore, ataxia experts
in the United States and in the Europe have formed alliance to develop natural history datasets to
study the disease progression and diverse clinical features of SCA patients. In this talk, we will
discuss clinical features and disease progression and SCAs from the natural history datasets and
also novel therapy development in these diseases.
References
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Paulson H, Shakkottai VG, Ying SH, Zesiewicz T, Bushara K, Geschwind M, Xia G, Subramony SH,
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Subramony SH, Ashizawa T, Kuo SH. The Initial Symptom and Motor Progression
in Spinocerebellar Ataxias. Cerebellum. 2017 Jun;16(3):615-622.
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Dr. Sheng-Han Kuo 郭昇翰醫師 received his MD degree from
the College of Medicine, National Taiwan University, and completed
his residency training at the Baylor College of Medicine. He is
currently a physician-scientist conducting research in the disease of
the cerebellum, including ataxia and tremor at the Department of
Neurology, College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia
University in New York City. Kuo lab uses the diverse methodologies
to investigate the disease pathophysiology, including postmortem
patient brains, preclinical models, and clinical trials to collectively
advance the knowledge of the cerebellar function and to develop
therapies for ataxia and tremor. Dr. Kuo is the recipient of the
American Academy of Neurology Research Fellowship Award, the Parkinson's Disease
Foundation Lucien Côté Early Investigator Award in Clinical Genetics, Louis V. Gerstner Jr.
Scholar Merit Award, and American Academy of Neurology Jon Stolk Award in Movement
Disorders.
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Economic Development and Sustainable Operation
經濟發展企業經營
CAAPS 2019 Annual Convention
August 17, 2019, Saturday
2:15 PM-3:45 PM, Boardroom East, 2nd Floor

Organizer 召集人: Prof. Johnson Tseng 曾令寧教授, St John’s University,
Queens College, City University of New York (CUNY).
Chair 主持人: Mr. Tony Wu 吳同良先生, New York State / the Audit
Investigation Bureau.

Speakers and topics 主講人及講題
Taiwan – The Most Innovative Partner with the United States, 台灣 - 美國最佳
的科技創新夥伴, Director Joseph Liang-Fu Sun 孫良輔主任, the Investment
and Trade Office, the Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office in the
United States (TECRO).
Blockchain and Tokenization for Asset Management, 區塊鍊與證券型代幣於資
產管理的應用 Dr. Peter C. L. Lin 林敬倫博士, Johns Hopkins University and a
Managing Director of Gamma Paradigm Capital.
How to Use robotic & AIoT Network to Help Aging People Living Alone, 如何用
機器人及物聯網解決獨居長者的安居問題, Dr. Rex Wong 王熙亮博士,
Vaughn College.
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Organizer 召集人: Prof. Johnson Tseng 曾令寧教授
is a graduate of National Chengchi University and received his PhD.
from the State University of New York. He worked at the Central
Bank of China and gained practical experiences. He teaches business
and economics courses at St. John’s University and Queens College,
City University of New York (CUNY). His research interests are risk
management, corporate finance and macroeconomics, with
publication of finance papers and books. He is a former Advisor,
Chairman, President, and a Life Member of CAAPS.

Chair 主持人: Mr. Tony Wu 吳同良先生
After Tung Liang Wu graduated from National Cheng Kung
University, Taiwan. He came to US to pursue advanced studies, in
1970, he obtained his Master degree of Business Management
from New York University Stern School of Business (NYU-Stern).
Then started work at United Nations finance/ control office many
years. Afterwards he entered New York State / the Audit Investigation
Bureau, appointed as a Director, responsible for audit and managerial
investigation. In order to enforce business law and safeguard financial
plans, his work guarantees the governmental fund operations to be
suitable, and eliminate any changes of enterprise smuggles/ evades
taxes occurrences. Mr. Wu received many rewards from New York
State Authority for recognizing his outstanding professional contributions.

Taiwan – The Most Innovative Partner with the
United States
台灣 - 美國最佳的科技創新夥伴
Joseph Liang-Fu Sun 孫良輔
Director, the Investment and Trade Office
Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office in the United States
Email: josephsun@twinvestabstrade.org
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Taiwan, located between Northeast and Southeast Asia, is an important market in regional and
global trade and investment and a close trading partner with the US. Taiwan is also a key link in
global supply chains, a central hub for shipments and transshipments in East Asia and a major
center for advanced research and development. In the past two years we have seen Taiwanese
companies with a presence in China move back to Taiwan, and foreign companies have chosen
Taiwan as their Asian bases of operations or R&D. For instance, Microsoft, Amazon, Google
and Facebook have all set up centers for big data, cloud computing, web services or R&D in
Taiwan. As of June this year, more than 80 Taiwanese companies have relocated or ramped up
their investments in Taiwan. These new investment projects not only bring increased business
and job opportunities, but also help Taiwan's industrial development and competitiveness.
Since President Tsai’s inauguration, she has promoted the New Southbound Policy as a way to
expand Taiwan’s business/investment prospects and collaboration opportunities in many fields
with 18 countries in Southeast Asia, South Asia, Australia and New Zealand. The policy also
echoes American’s Indo-Pacific strategy; Taiwan has worked hand-in-hand with the Trump
administration in implementing several projects. This well-planned policy, since its
implementation, has deepened Taiwan’s regional relations and expanded its manufacturing
deployment and supply chains. This has created many new opportunities for Taiwanese
companies and helped them avoid the greater uncertainty arising from the continuing US/China
trade war.
Taiwan welcomes and actively courts foreign direct investment (FDI), industrial collaboration
and partnerships with US and other foreign firms. In order to attract overseas investment to
Taiwan the government has been developing the 5+2 Industrial Innovation Program including
the Biotech and Pharmaceutical Industry, Smart Machinery Industry, Green Energy Industry,
National Defense Industry, Asia Silicon Valley, New Agriculture, and Circular Economy. This
program will serve as the central driver of Taiwan’s industrial growth in the next era, and forge a
new model for sustainable development.

Director Joseph Liang-Fu Sun, 孫良輔主任, MBA
is currently the Director of the Investment and Trade Office at the
Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office in the United
States. His previous positions include: Director, Economic Division,
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Chicago; Economic Deputy
Counselor, Vice Economic Minister’s Office, Ministry of Economic
Affairs in Taiwan; Section Chief, Bureau of Foreign Trade, Ministry
of Economic Affairs in Taiwan; Economic Secretary, Economic
Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office in the
United States, and Commercial Division, Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in Los Angeles. As Director, he is devoted to
promoting foreign investment in Taiwan, developing industrial
corporations and trade partnerships between Taiwan and nine states in the New England and the
Mid-Atlantic Regions. Mr. Sun holds an MBA degree from Woodbury University and Chinese
Cultural University. He has a daughter and lives in Queens with his family.
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Blockchain and Tokenization for Asset Management
區塊鍊與證券型代幣於資產管理的應用
Peter C.L. Lin, 林敬倫
Faculty, Johns Hopkins University, MD, USA
E-mail: peter.lin@jhu.edu
Managing Director, Gamma Paradigm Capital, NY, USA
E-mail: peter.lin@gammaparadigm.com
Securitization in conventional finance has encouraged investment diversification and
induced liquidity. While the innovation in financial engineering provides modern pricing and
hedging methodologies, financial technology is set to generalize the services to broader purposes.
One of the key development is to use blockchain to create a decentralized and standardized
security platform. By introducing regulatory mechanisms into the digital asset, we now
experience a new application called tokenization.
In this presentation, we will introduce both the technologies and opportunities for the
asset management industry. We will show from a global setting the structure we have formed
and the regulatory and engineering solutions for the actions. We plan to provide an example in
fund tokenization: linking Gamma Paradigm key quantitative strategy a security token. We shall
demonstrate the essential steps from KYC/AML administration to fund operation. We shall also
show the Asian market connection via the token. Future roadmap will be provided. Gamma
Paradigm has a FinTech arm, GP Research, in Taiwan. GP Research will be the first FinTech
company listed on Taipei Exchange GISA board.

Dr. Peter C.L. Lin 林敬倫博士 was born and raised in Taiwan.
He received his BS in Computer Science and Information
Engineering from National Taiwan University, his MS in Computer
Science from Columbia University, and his Ph.D. in Applied
Mathematics and Statistics from Johns Hopkins University. Dr. Lin is
currently an adjunct faculty of Financial Mathematics at Johns
Hopkins University. He was Industry Professor of Financial
Engineering at Stevens Institute of Technology (NJ, USA), and he
served as the Director of Financial Analytics MS program. Passionate
about quantitative portfolio management, Dr. Lin founded Gamma
Paradigm, a quantitative investment advisor with a FinTech arm in
Taiwan. Dr. Lin began his career as a quantitative analyst at Ryan
Labs Asset Management, with $4B asset under management, and as a researcher in quantitative
portfolio theories, term-structure models, and alternative investments.
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Figure 1. Security Token Explanation.

Figure 2. Gamma Paradigm Portfolio Construction Pyramid.
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How to Use Robotic & AIoT Network to Help Aging People
Live Alone
如何用機器人及物聯網解決獨居長者的安居問題
Rex Wong 王熙亮
Vaughn College
Email: Rex.Wong@Vaughn.edu
The new model of the senior home care must be the combination of human and machine, and the
two must coordinate to provide a feasible working protocol in term of safety, efficiency,
reliability, and cost-effectiveness. Using Robotic & The Artificial Intelligence of Things
(AIoT) network which includes the static sensor network, supplemented by responsive and
emotional capable assistive robots , as well as human in the loop, thus to form a Omnidimensional monitoring and alert system to help alleviate the burden of aging society in term of
long term senior care.
Introduction
With the baby-boomer generation stepping into retirement, United States is considered
pretty soon to be a home of aging population. By 2020, it is estimated to account for 1/5 of the
nation’s population is going to be 60 or older. Besides US, throughout the world many other
countries also faced the same problem. This daunting trend will overshadow the economic
growth and prosperity of human society to stride forward. The burden not only comes from
shortage of man-power in labor force, but also the increasing need to take away the already
limited man-power in labor market in order to attend the elderly and vulnerable populations.
In acknowledging this situation, robotic and AI community propose some solutions to
tackle the problem by adapting the smart machines to alleviate the human burden. With the rapid
development of artificial intelligence and robotics, the smart devices gradually replace human
beings in many walks of life, to name a few, factory manufactures rely on robotic arm to
assembly the parts into a product, such as automobile and aircraft; medical surgery uses robotic
surgeon to remotely conduct vascular-cardiac operation...etc. In order to implementing real-time
instant response, such as in case of autonomous un-manned vehicle, the pervasive sensors and
high speed wireless communication link such as 5G or WiFi 6, the powerful and super fast
computing power, and a very smart self-learning algorithm must be in place to crunch the huge
amount of big data and sort through the overwhelming junk of irrelevant information to provide a
decent decision for a given command. All these have to be done in a millionth second. This is the
scenario of the trendy technology--- all sensors are connected to constantly provide the
surveillance data and allow the authority to keep track of everything at any moment. This is
called AIoT, Artificial Intelligence plus Internet of Things. It is double-edged sword, since it can
be used to violate our privacy and human right, or it can be used to protect our safety from being
a crime victim.
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However, in the field of service or assistive robotics, this AIoT concept will enhance the
functions of daily life care for not only the seniors, but also other vulnerable people such as kids
or young adults suffering autism disorder, or severe amputee under rehabilitation. This
vulnerable population not only needs physical help, but also mental or spiritual help. The smart
devices, such as sensors or robots should not only provide the functions to assist the users in
daily life activities, but also should be able to provide some sort of emotional assistance to make
users comfortable. The device should be proactive rather than reactive. In other words, to
monitor the environment before things happen. For example, when weather gets cold, issue a
signal telling the resident senior to wear more cloth to avoid getting sick. With this in mind, we
hope to establish a paradigm of senior home care system which employs the state of the art
technology to help many fellow citizens live comfortably in the future.
Conclusion
Since AIoT is double-edged sword, the privacy and cyber security become important
issues concerning our application of this technology. This involves robotic ethics and legal issue.
We have to treat it seriously before we stride in this direction.
References:
1. Dargie, Waltenegus and Christian Poellabauer, “Fundamentals of Wireless Sensor Networks,
Wiley, 2010.
2. Minaie, Afsaneh, et all, “Integration of Wireless Sensor Networks in the Computer Science
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4. Suryadevara, N. K., “Wireless Sensor Network Based Safe Home to Care Elderly People:
A Realistic Approach”, Recent Advances in Intelligent Computational Systems (RAICS),
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5. Naess, Eirik, et. al., “Biomedical Wireless Sensor Network – Phase II,
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Dr. Rex H. Wong王熙亮博士 earned his PhD of Electrical
Engineering from the City University of New York (CUNY). He
worked in aerospace and defense industries for 15 years and published
many work in radar/EW/RF tracking and guidance algorithms.
Currently he is teaching electrical engineering courses in Vaughn
College of Aeronautics and Technology. His research interest lies
in feedback control and robotic systems focus on the distributed
robotic systems and smart sensors as integrated part of Internet of
Things (IoT).
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Emerging Information and Communications
Technology Session
新興資訊與通訊科技研討會
CAAPS 2019 Annual Convention
August 17, 2019, Saturday
4:00 ~ 5:30 PM, Boardroom East, 2nd Floor

Organizer 召集人: Prof. Ping-Tsai Chung 鍾炳釆教授
Long Island University, Brooklyn, New York
Chair 主持人: Dr. Shu-Ping Chang 張書平博士
Software Development Manager, IBM T. J. Watson Research Center
Speakers and Topics 主講人及講題:
Energy-Efficient Deep Learning Hardware Accelerator,
高效能深度學習加速器硬體設計, Prof. Bo Yuan, 袁博教授, Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rutgers, The State University of New
Jersey.
Overview of 5G Technologies 5G 通訊技術, Dr. Kyle J. Pan, 潘鐘霖博士,
Principal Engineer, Innovation Labs, InterDigital.
The Roles of Wireless Sensor Network and IoT in 5G Connected World
智慧型無綫傳感網路及物聯網在5G 通訊技術所扮演的角色, Prof. Rex H.
Wong, 王熙亮教授,Vaughn College of Aeronautics & Technology.
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Organizer 召集人: Prof. Ping-Tsai Chung, 鍾炳釆教授
is a Tenured Full Professor with Long Island University (LIU), New
York. He has served as Chair of Computer Science Department of
LIU Brooklyn Campus for nine years from June 2004 to August
2013. His Teaching Interests are Artificial Intelligence, Computer
Architecture, Databases, and Data Security. His Research Interests are
Intelligent Computing, Data Mining, Machine Learning, Networks,
and Data Security. Earlier, he has worked with Bell Labs in U.S.A.
for developing High Speed Network Management Systems. Dr.
Chung received his Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from New
York University – Polytechnic Institute, Tendon School of
Engineering, where is an Adjunct Professor. He is an Alumnus of National Taipei University of
Technology, where he received Outstanding Alumni Award at NTUT 95th Anniversary
Ceremony, Taipei, in 2006.
Dr. Chung is the Founding Chair of the NY Chapter of IEEE Systems, Man, & Cybernetics
(SMC) Society, and he is Founding Faculty Counselor of The IEEE SMC Society and Computer
Society Student Branch joint Chapter at LIU-Brooklyn. Under Dr. Chung’s leadership, these
Chapters have been awarded 2014 IEEE SMCS Outstanding Chapter Award, and 2016 IEEE
SMCS Outstanding Student Branch Chapter Award, respectively. Furthermore, Dr. Chung is
serving Chair of Education Committee of IEEE NY Section and Chair (Acting) of NY Chapter
of IEEE Computer Society. Dr. Chung is a Life member of Chinese American Academic and
Professional Society (CAAPS), and he served as the President of CAAPS in 2010,
Chairman of CAAPS in 2013, 2014 and 2019. Dr. Chung was a featured Listee in Who's Who
in America (2003-2014), and was an inductee of Albert Nelson Marquis' Lifetime Achievement
Award in 2018.

Chair 主持人: Dr. Shu-Ping Chang 張書平博士
Dr. Chang has a Ph.D. in Computer and Information Sciences from
University of Minnesota with special focus in Computer
Communication and System. He has a Master of Science degree from
University of Minnesota with major in Computer and Information
Sciences and minor in Electrical Engineering. His master project is in
the field of Computer Vision. He also has a Bachelor of Sciences
degree, first place honor, from National Chiao-Tung University, in
Communication Engineering.
Dr. Shu-Ping Chang works at AI First, T.J. Watson Research
Center as a Software Development Manager for the IBM System
S (Streams) Laboratory, a cluster for distributed computing research and development. IBM
System S project, the base of IBM Big Data product IBM Streams, uses streams processing
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architecture for massive information computing and management as decision making support.
His primary function is System S Laboratory management, prototype systems development and
cluster system administration automation especially in faults management. Dr. Chang has more
than 25 years research and product development experiences in the Computer and
Information technology arena. He has broad and in-depth knowledge in computer system
hardware architecture and software structure in Big Data platforms and prototype research and
development, computer communication, relational database, internet-based solutions and
cloud computing.

Energy-Efficient Deep Learning Hardware Accelerator
高效能深度學習加速器硬體設計
Bo Yuan 袁博
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Email: bo.yuan@soe.rutgers.edu

In the emerging artificial intelligence era, deep neural networks (DNNs), a.k.a. deep learning,
have gained unprecedented success in various applications. However, DNNs are usually storage
intensive, computation intensive and very energy consuming, thereby posing severe challenges
on the future wide deployment in many application scenarios, especially for the resourceconstraint low-power IoT application and embedded systems.
To address this challenge, DNN model compression has become a very important technique to
enable the energy-efficient deployment of DNNs, especially on mobile devices. This is because
considering the well-trained DNN models are typically with some redundancy, a proper model
compression method can reduce the sizes of DNN models without affecting task performance,
thereby improving the energy efficiency when executing DNN models. At the first part of my
talk, I will introduce the state-of-the-art DNN model compression methods and the
corresponding DNN hardware architecture. Both the pros and cons of these existing approaches
will be analyzed and discussed.
Then, I will introduce my recent algorithm/hardware co-design works for energy-efficient DNN.
First, I will show the use of low displacement rank (LDR) matrices can enable the construction
of low-complexity DNN models as well as the corresponding energy-efficient DNN hardware
accelerators. In the second part of my talk, I will show the benefit of using permuted diagonal
matrix, as another type of structured and sparse matrix, for the energy-efficient DNN hardware
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design. Finally, I will introduce the benefits of tensor decomposition for DNN design and the
corresponding high-performance DNN accelerator.
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Overview of 5G Technologies
Kyle J. Pan 潘鐘霖
Innovation Labs, InterDigital
Email:Kyle.Pan@interdigital.com
Based on the general requirements set out by ITU-R, NGMN and 3GPP, a broad classification of
the use cases for emerging 5G systems can be depicted as follows: Enhanced Mobile Broadband
(eMBB), Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) and Ultra Reliable and Low latency
Communications (URLLC). Different use cases may focus on different requirements such as
higher data rate, higher spectrum efficiency, low power and higher energy efficiency, lower
latency and higher reliability. A wide range of spectrum bands ranging from 700 MHz to 100
GHz are being considered for a variety of deployment scenarios.
It is well known that as the carrier frequency increases, the severe path loss becomes a crucial
limitation to guarantee the sufficient coverage area. Transmission in millimeter wave systems
could additionally suffer from non-line-of-sight losses, e.g., diffraction loss, penetration loss,
oxygen absorption loss, foliage loss, etc. During initial access, the base station and user
equipment (UE) need to overcome these high path losses and discover each other. Utilizing
dozens or even hundreds of antenna elements to generate a beam formed signal is an effective
way to compensate the severe path loss by providing significant beam forming gain.
Beamforming techniques may include digital, analogue and hybrid beamforming.
In this talk the essential design principles for 5G system such as beam-centric designs, ultra-lean
system designs, etc are discussed. The corresponding features and enabling technologies for 5G
NR such as spectrum flexibility, scalable numerology, grant-free uplink transmission, massive
MIMO, beam management, etc are introduced and discussed. What is next for 5G is also
discussed.

Kyle J. Pan 潘鐘霖博士 received the B.S. degree in electrical
engineering from National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan, in 1992,
and the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical and computer
engineering from Stony Brook University, New York, in 1995 and
1998 respectively. In 1998, he joined InterDigital for R&D for 3G,
4G, LTE/LTE-A, WCDMA and WiFi technology development. He is
currently a Principal Engineer in Innovation Labs, InterDigital.
His primary research interest includes 5G, wireless communications,
advanced signal processing, multi-user detection, OFDM, MIMO,
architecture and system for cellular communications, medium access
control, dynamic channel allocation, air interface techniques,
compressed sensing, etc.
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Dr. Pan holds more than 200 patents granted in U.S., and numerous patents and patent
applications worldwide including US, Europe, China, Japan and Asia covering variety of
technologies including those for 5G, 4G LTE and LTE-A, WCDMA, HSPA, WiFi, MIMO, e.t.c.
He is also a co-inventor of over 150 pending patent applications in U.S. and worldwide. Dr. Pan
received numerous awards including Chairman Awards, President Awards, Innovation Awards,
CTO Awards and Distinguished Publication Awards from InterDigital.
Dr. Pan has comprehensive knowledge of specification and standardization processes in 3GPP
and WiFi and extensive and significant contributions and leadership in 3GPP standardization. He
attended 3GPP meetings as lead delegate for multiple 3GPP Agenda Items. Dr. Pan makes more
than 180 contributions and 55 way forward proposals to 3GPP standards covering 3G/4G/5G on
various areas including OFDM, initial access and mobility, V2X, NR-U, NOMA, 2-step RACH,
IAB, URLLC, beam management, MIMO, carrier aggregation, control and data channel,
HARQ, etc.

The Roles of Wireless Sensor Network and IoT in 5G
Connected World
智慧型無綫傳感網路及物聯網在5G通訊技術所扮演的角色
Rex H. Wong 王熙亮
Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology
Email: Rex.Wong@Vaughn,edu
Recent development in microelectronics and wireless communication network boost the futurist
hype of omnipresent connectivity of all of us in this world, and that is exactly the vision of
Internet of Things (IoT). The internet provides us a connected cyber world as long as we can
access any connection node of the network. But it has nothing to do with our physical
environment if there is no device to sense the world around us. With many tiny electronic
sensing devices, we may extend our sensing capability to reach out further into the realm beyond
our natural sensing organs. If we have all these sensors connected together, then we can monitor
the world at our fingertips. This scenario can only be done by implementing a wireless sensor
network in 5G infrastructure. These wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of small battery–
powered motes with limited computation and radio communication capabilities that sense,
process, and communicate the environmental stimuli, including temperature, light, sound, and
vibration...etc. Each sensor in a sensor network consists of three subsystems: the sensor
subsystem which senses the environment, the processing subsystem which performs local
computations on the sensed data, and the communication subsystem which is responsible for
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message exchanges with neighboring sensors. WSNs sometimes comprise tiny wireless
computers if more sophisticate data processing needed to be done locally and instantly, as
described in so-called “Edge Computing” which reduces the burden of data communication and
central computing.
Introduction
We interact with the environment through our sensing organs such as eye for seeing the
visible objects; ears for hearing the ambient sound; skin for touching the surface and feeling
temperature; nose for smelling odor; tongue for tasting food. All these organs serve as sensors to
sense the existence of the environment and the objects within it. These sensors convert the
sensed natural stimuli into a measurable quantity of energy, called “signal”, and deliver them to
our brain for further processing into useful information via our neural network.
WSNs have been under rapid development and have been used in different domains of
applications, such as industrial operations (factory, production, supply chains), health care (home
monitoring, biomedical ), environmental protection (fire, hurricane, and flood), agriculture &
food safety, building maintenance, energy harvest, traffic and transportation, bridge stress, power
grids balancing, water distribution, aerospace, military, homeland security, well as for research
and development in robotic and automation. Advances in wireless sensor networking have
opened up new opportunities in healthcare systems. First, it can replace the clumsy wired
equipment in health care facility or hospitals and thus enhance the reusability of equipment
because of un-tethered mobility. It can provide the quick response in ad hoc situation such as
search and rescue situation. Most of all, it can provide a total solution for senior home care
industry which is going to be in heavy demand as time goes on.
A wireless sensor network consists of a large number of wireless-capable sensing devices
working collaboratively to achieve a common objective. Each device comprises a node in the
network. A WSN has one or more sinks (or base-station) which collect data from all sensor.
These sinks are the interface through which the WSN interacts with the outside world. The basic
premise of a WSN is to perform networked sensing using a large number of relatively
unsophisticated sensors instead of the conventional approach of developing a few expensive and
sophisticated sensing modules. The potential advantage of networked sensing over the
conventional approach can be summarized as greater coverage, accuracy and reliability at
a possibly lower cost. A sensor node (embedded system) usually consists of three components
that are:
• Wireless modules or motes – key components of the network which consists of a
microcontroller, transceiver, power source, memory unit, and may contain few sensors. For
examples: Crossbow’s Mica2, Cricket, MicaZ, Iris, Telos, SunSPOT, and Imote2.
• A sensor board which is mounted on the mote and is embedded with multiple types of sensors.
For examples: MTS300/400 and MDA100/300.
• A programming board (gateway board) – provides multiple interfaces including Ethernet, WiFi,
USB, or serial ports for connecting different motes to an enterprise or industrial network or
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locally to a PC/laptop. These boards are used to program the motes or gather data from them.
Example: M1B510, M1B520, and M1B600.
In a wireless sensor network, tens or hundreds of sensor nodes are randomly deployed in
a physical environment. Each device is capable of monitoring, sensing, or display the
information. A sensor node is capable of gathering sensory information, processing it in some
manner, and communicating with other nodes in the network.
When wireless sensor networks are designed for medical applications they are often
referred to as wireless medical sensor networks (WMSNs). Wireless medical sensors are
arranged on a patient’s body and can be used to closely monitor the physiological condition of
patients. These medical sensors monitor the patient’s vital body signs (e.g. temperature, heart
rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, etc.) and transmit the data in a timely manner to some
remote location without human intervention. A doctor can interpret these sensor readings to
assess a patient’s condition. Thus patients could benefit from continuous long-term monitoring
after being discharged from the hospital. WMSNs will continue to play a central role in the
future of modern healthcare as continuous and ubiquitous monitoring becomes increasingly
important in order to shorten the amount of interaction needed between physicians and their
patients to facilitate reduction of costs.
The application of the Wireless Sensor Networks in healthcare includes:
1. Monitoring of senior clients in their own home and serving as the preventive measure.
2. Monitoring for chronic and elderly patients at clinic or elderly care center
3. Integrating the long-term databases of clinical data with the real-time bio-data to keep up-todate status of patients.
4. Notifying senior clients/patients about current living condition such as inclement weather
change, neighborhood watch alert, ... , etc.
Conclusion
Since information technology is double-edged sword, we can benefit from the
convenience it brings to us. On the other hand, we may be hurt by the hacker who is skillful in
meddling the computer network system and stealing the personal information. Therefore the
privacy and cyber security become important issues concerning our applications of this
technology. This involves ethics and legal issue. We have to treat it seriously before we stride in
this direction.
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Organizer 召集人: Prof. Feng-Bao Lin 林豐堡教授, The City College of the City
University of New York.
Chair 主持人: George Chang, 張至先博士, Kean University, NJ, USA,
美國肯恩大學自然, 應用與健康科學學院院長.
Speakers and Topics 主講人及講題:
Overview of Taiwan Higher Education – Trends and Policy 台灣高等教育的趨勢
及政策, Dr. Leon S. L. Wang,王學亮博士, National University of Kaohsiung,
Kaohsiung, Taiwan.
Opportunities and Challenges in a Sino-US University 中美合作辦學的機遇與
挑戰 Dr. George Chang, 張至先博士, Kean University NJ, USA, 美國肯恩大學
自然, 應用與健康科學學院院長.
Yu Shan (Young) Scholar Program, Ministry of Education in Taiwan 玉山學者
計畫, Dr. Min-LingYang 楊敏玲博士, Director, Education Division of Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office in New York (TECO in NY).
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Organizer 召集人: Prof. Feng-Bao Lin 林豐堡 教授
earned his BS degree in Civil Engineering and MS degree in
Structural Engineering both from National Taiwan University in
Taipei, and received his Ph.D. in Structural Mechanics from
Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. He joined Polytechnic
University in New York as a faculty member soon after he graduated
from Northwestern University, and then joined The City College of
New York in 2002. He has been teaching a variety of courses and
supervising graduate thesis/dissertation work. Many of his Ph.D.
students after graduation either work with renowned organizations or
teach at well-known universities. Dr. Lin has conducted various
research projects for NSF, Air Force, NASA, AISC, ANL, etc. The
research topics he has worked on include seismic evaluation and isolation retrofit of long-span
bridges, structural integrity monitoring systems for buildings damaged by fire, characterization
of stress separation relation and boundary element analysis of crack propagation in cementitious
materials, investigation and rehabilitation of cracking in bridge decks, and photonic breast
tomography and tumor aggressiveness assessment. He has published more than sixty journal and
conference papers.
In addition, Dr. Lin has been active in Chinese community and professional organizations. The
leadership positions he has served include President of ICTPA-USNE, President and Board
Chairman of CAAPS, President of National Taiwan University Alumni Association of
Greater New York, President of Phi Tau Phi Scholastic Honor Society of America, and
Principal of Chinese Cultural Association of Long Island and Chinese School. Because of
his dedication to research and professional activities, he has received several awards such as
Outstanding Merit, Outstanding Service, and Outstanding Science and Technology Research
Paper awards. Dr. Lin earned a professional license in Civil Engineering in 1977 by passing the
highest professional examination in Taiwan. He is also a practicing licensed engineer in the
states of New York and Connecticut. He has worked as a consultant, besides his diversified
research interests, on many design and construction projects of building and bridge structures.

Chair 主持人: Dr. George Chang 張至先博士 is the Dean
of the College of Natural, Applied and Health Sciences and Professor
of Computer Science at Kean University. He has been with the
University for twenty years and served as a dean for the last eight
years. Dr. Chang earned his B.S. in Computer Science and Applied
Mathematics and Statistics from SUNY Stony Brook, and M.S. and
Ph.D. in Computer and Information Science from New Jersey
Institute of Technology. Chang has authored or co-authored one book
and more than twenty referred journal and conference publications.
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He was a co-principal investigator on three National Science Foundation (NSF) grant-funded
projects, totaling over $1.6 million dollars. His research interests include databases,
bioinformatics systems, data mining, visualization systems, high-performance computing and
educational technology. He is a member of The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi and ACM. He
has been involved with the establishment of science and technology programs (Biology,
Computer Science and Applied Mathematics) at Wenzhou-Kean University since its inception
in 2011.

Overview of Taiwan Higher Education –
Trends and Policy
台灣高等教育的趨勢及政策
Leon S. L. Wang, PhD 王學亮博士
National University of Kaohsiung, Kaohsiung, Taiwan,
E-mail: slwang@nuk.edu.tw

The talk will make an introduction to the development of higher education in Taiwan, for the
past decades. It will also present the problems faced by Taiwan higher education, current issues
in Taiwan higher education, new reforms of higher education in Taiwan, and some final
reflections.

Dr. Leon Shyue-Liang Wang, 王 學 亮 博 士 is currently
distinguished professor and President of National University of
Kaohsiung 國立高雄大學校長. Dr. Wang received his Ph.D. from
State University of New York at Stony Brook in 1984. From 1984 to
1994, he joined the University of New Haven and New York Institute
of Technology as assistant/associate professor. From 1994 to 2002,
he joined I-Shou University in Taiwan and served as director of
computing center, chairman of information management department,
and director of library. From 2003 to 2007, he rejoined NYIT. From
2009 to 2016, he was Professor, Chairman, Dean of College of
Management, and vice president at National University of Kaohsiung,
Taiwan. From August 2016, he started to serve as President of the University. He is recipient of
the 2011-2014, 2014-2017 national flexible wage awards from Ministry of Education in Taiwan,
and a Fellow of Institute of Engineering and Technology in UK. He received 2016 outstanding
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leadership award from Chinese American Academic and Professional Society, New York, USA
and a member of Phi Tau Phi scholar honor society. He is President of Taiwanese Association of
Social Networks and Editor-In-Chief of International Journal of Information Privacy, Security
and Integrity. He has published over 230 papers in the areas of data mining, privacy preservation,
soft computing, and served PC member and session chair of over 150 international conferences.
(http://president.nuk.edu.tw/bin/home.php).

Opportunities and Challenges in a Sino-US University
中美合作辦學的機遇與挑戰
Dr. George Chang 張至先院長
Kean University NJ
E-mail: gchang@kean.edu
Wenzhou-Kean University, being the first public higher education institution in China, has a set
of unique challenges. Having a global vision and streamlined processes in recruitment,
academics and management are the most important elements of its success. Four cohorts of
students have graduated with excellent student outcomes. A summary of each of the challenging
elements is presented.
1. Introduction
Founded in 1855, Kean University was the first public post-secondary institution in New Jersey.
Kean is a world-class, vibrant, diverse and global university that offers more than 50
undergraduate majors and more than 60 options in graduate studies, including six doctoral
programs. The University is also a higher education innovator with multiple campuses: Kean
Union Main Campus (Central Jersey), Kean Ocean in Toms River (South Jersey), Skylands
campus in Morris County (North Jersey), and Wenzhou-Kean University in Wenzhou, Zhejiang,
China.
Kean University (KU) is the only public university in the United States to have a campus in
China. Wenzhou-Kean University (WKU) is an English-speaking campus for Chinese, Kean
USA (exchange) and international students located on a 500-acre campus in the foothills of
Wenzhou, China. WKU brings advanced educational resources from the U.S. and implements
American-style educational methodology on site in China. Four cohorts of students that
graduated from 2016-2019 have achieved excellent learning outcomes with nearly 60% of
students having pursued advanced degrees (Masters/PhD) in top 100 universities around the
world, while 40% of students found employment before or within 6 months of graduation.

2. Recruitment
The number of students recruited has increased from around 200 in 2012 to 800 in 2019.
Roughly 2500 total number of students will be enrolled in September 2019. An estimated
6000+ students are projected for 2025. The number of provinces/cities/regions where
recruitment efforts were focused on went from 1 to 17. Admission is based on Gaokao exam
scores except for Hong Kong/Macau/Taiwan and international students. Hence, having access to
well-prepared students with a global perspective has not been limiting.
3. Academics
Students earned dual degrees from WKU (China) and KU (US). All curriculum are 100% Kean
University programs/courses that follow the same assessment and academic integrity policies
that conformed with all external accreditation requirements. Undergraduate degree programs
increase from 4 in 2012 to 16 in 2019 with graduate programs under planning. Students also
have an option to study from 0-5 semesters as exchange students at KU. The university has a
full Internet and KU library access which is not common in China.
Faculty are internationally recruited with excellent teaching/scholarship credentials. They are
annually evaluated by KU for reappointment. Although the number of faculty has increased from
12 to 140 in seven years, it is difficult to recruit and retain faculty.
4. Management
The WKU board of directors is the highest authority of the WKU. The directors make decisions
on major issues related to WKU. The academic side is fully managed by KU while the campus
operation and fiscal activities are fully managed by WKU. Cultural and operational differences
are major obstacles in running a joint-venture university between the two countries. Having key
management members that can deal with local bureaucracy in campus construction, campus
operation, and fiscal management is essential.
5. Conclusion
WKU alumni are equipped with critical thinking skills and global perspectives. KU’s motto
“Always Learning” and WKU’s motto “Start Here, Go Anywhere” are fully demonstrated by our
student outcomes. While this seven-year-old university has many challenges ahead by
positioning itself at the forefront of transforming higher education in China, WKU offers a once
in a lifetime opportunity that has and will continue to attract many talents to support us in
our journey.
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Yu Shan (Young) Scholar Program
Ministry of Education in Taiwan
玉山學者計畫
Dr. Min-LingYang 楊敏玲博士
Director, Education Division of Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in New York
Email: mlyang@mail.more.gov.tw
1. Overview

The main purpose of Yu Shan Scholar Program (玉山學者計畫) is to assist universities in
Taiwan to attract the world elite scholars by providing internationally competitive salaries and
benefits, so that their expertise can take root in Taiwan’s academic environment and further
increase the international competition capacity of higher education in Taiwan.
2. Eligibility of Yu Shan Scholar

Applicants must meet one of the following criteria:
a. They have worked at an internationally leading academic/research institution or
internationally renowned company for at least 10 years, having an international academic
reputation or international cutting edge expertise in a core technology, and having experience
of leading an academic research team.
b. They have won a world leading prize, being a fellow of a federal level research academy,
or a fellow of a major international association, or have received nation-wide recognition
c. They have made outstanding contributions in their area of academic expertise in the last
5 years.
3. Eligibility of Yu Shan Young Scholar

Applicants must have received their highest academic degree within last 10 years and meet one
of the following criteria:
a. They have worked at a leading international research/academic institution or
internationally renowned company for at least 5 years and have demonstrated their potential
in their fields of study.
b. They have outstanding experience of conducting a major research projects.
4. Scope of Salary and other Funding

a. Yu Shan Scholar will receive the statutory salary, an additional salary of up to NT$5
million, and an annual administrative support grant of NT$500,000‒1.5 million for three
consecutive years.
b. Yu Shan Young Scholar will receive the statutory salary, an additional salary allowance
of up to NT$1.5 million, and an annual administrative support grant of NT$500,000‒1.5
million for five consecutive years.
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Dr. Min-LingYang 楊敏玲博士 received her Ph.D. degree
from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Dr. Yang has
been posted in the Education Division of Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in New York since June, 2018, serving as the
Education Director. Her main priority is to foster the educational
alliances between Taiwan and United States and to create
collaboration networks among government agencies and academic
institutions in the four serving states, including New York, New
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enhance research, education and academic exchanges and
collaborations between Taiwan and United States.
During her duty as the Director General of Dept. of International and Cross-strait Education
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programs in Taiwan, and the Board Member of Foundation for International Cooperation in
Higher Education of Taiwan (FICHET).
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Mr. Leo Tsang 曾昭俊先生, Principal Transportation Planner/Modeler Department
of Planning and Regional Development, The Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey.
2nd Ave. Subway Phase 2, Ms. Xiu-Mei Fang, 房秀梅女士 P.E., Project
Administrator at MTA-NYCT Department of Capital Program Management
(CPM).
What does the Future Offline Retail Look Like? 未來的實體零售是什麼樣的?,
Ms. Hongxi Yang, 楊紅茜女士, Associate Architect, Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects.
The Motion Analysis of the Derailment of Puyuma Express by Video Images,
利用影帶分析普悠瑪號出軌時之運動行為, Prof. Ching Lung Liao, 廖慶隆教授,
National Taiwan University, Dept. of Civil Engineering and Director of Rail
Science and Technical Research Center.
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Organizer 召集人: Mr. Jerry S.Y. Cheng 鄭向元先生
earned his BS in Civil Engineering from Cheng Kung University
(1966) and MS in City and Regional Planning from Culture
University (1968) in Taiwan. He also earned a MS in Urban Planning
at Columbia University (1971) and a MS in Transportation Planning
and Engineering at Polytechnic University (1982) in New York. At
Polytechnic University, he completed his Ph.D. course work
requirements for Transportation Planning and Engineering and
passed the qualifying exam in 1987. With over 37 years of
experience in city planning and urban transportation planning, Mr.
Jerry Cheng was a Principal City Planner with the Transportation
Division of the New York City Department of City Planning when he retired in October 2008.
Since 1971, Mr. Cheng has managed more than 30 major planning studies for New York City,
such as the Midtown Circulation and Surface Transit Study, the Lower Manhattan Transportation
Management Study, the Express Bus Route Policy Study, the Commuter Van Service Policy
Study and the Far West Midtown Transportation Study, Chelsea Transportation Study and
Jamaica Transportation Study. He was the Deputy Director of the Transportation Division of
New York City Department of City Planning between 1991 and 1996.
Since 1982, Mr. Cheng has frequently been invited to provide assistance for the transportation
development in Taiwan and Mainland China. In 1982, at the request of Taipei Mayor Teng-Hiu
Lee, he was officially lent by New York City Mayor Edward Koch to assist with Taipei City’s
transportation problems. From 1987 to 1988, he was the Science and Technology Advisor to the
Ministry of Communication and Transportation, ROC. In addition to being an invited consultant
to Taipei County and Kaohsiung City between 1983 and 1984, Mr. Cheng was also the advisor to
the Department of Mass Rapid Transit of Kaohsiung City (1992 to 1993), the Bureau of Taiwan
High Speed Rail (2001) and the City government of Taipei (1999 to present). He has also
provided assistance to Shanghai City Comprehensive Transportation Planning Institute, Kunming
Urban Planning and Design Institute and Shenzhen Urban Transport Planning Center in
Mainland China.
Chair 主持人 Prof. Steven I-Jy Chien, 錢一之教授 holds
a PhD degree from the University of Maryland at College Park.
Before his appointment at NJIT, Dr. Chien has 10 years of
experience in the transportation industry. Since 1996, Dr. Chien has
supervised more than 60 research grants sponsored by public and
private sectors.
Dr. Chien also holds other academic standings overseas. He served
as a Distinguished Scholar, Visiting Professor at National Cheng
Kung University, Taiwan. Dr. Chien has served as a Distinguish
Visiting Professor at Chang’an University in China where he
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received a Research Excellence Award in Sustainable Transportation and Infrastructure. In 2012,
he was appointed as an Honorary International Chair Professor at the National Taipei University
of Technology, Taiwan.
Dr. Chien authored and co-authored more than 200 articles published in academic journals and
conference symposia proceedings. He currently serves on the editorial board for the Journal of
Enterprise Information Management and the Journal of Traffic and Transportation Engineering,
and an Associate Editor for Urban Rail Transit and an Editor for the Journal of Advanced
Transportation. He is the President of CAAPS in 2019.

When Autonomous Vehicles (AV) become Ubiquitous in
New York in 2040…
Leo Tsang 曾昭俊
Department of Planning and Regional Development
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
In recent years, autonomous vehicles (AVs) have drawn significant amount of attention and
generated enormous discussions.
While people of the optimistic point of view advocate that AVs would offer a higher comfort
traveling experience, lower travel cost, add road capacity without additional investment and
increase mobility to many disadvantaged and minority groups, people who are pessimistic, on
the other hand, argue that AVs would promote urban sprawl, discourage usage of public
transportation and increase burden to the environment. However, it is still too early to accurately
predict how people would react to AVs.
In this presentation, we will explore the likelihood of changes in travel behavior and travelers’
reaction to the emergence of AVs from a transportation planning and modeling point of view.
Using the current travel demand model of New York (also known as New York Best Practice
Model, NYBPM), several hypotheses have been tested to understand how travelers in the New
York region would react to AVs and their implications to our future transportation system given
their current travel behavior.
These hypotheses include:
1. what if AVs would be able to drive with a much shorter safety following distance as the
technology promises or what if AVs are required to maintain the minimum safety following
distance as required by the law.
2. what if AVs would give access to every public transportation location including bus stops
and train stations which is currently limited by proximity to home’s location and by the
availability of parking spaces.
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3. what if the ability and restriction to operate an automobile become irrelevant because of AV
and/or the cost of AVs become so low that everyone could have access to a vehicle
We will look at impacts of these hypotheses in terms of roadway capacity, capital investment,
public transportation ridership and environment.

Mr. Leo Tsang 曾 昭 俊 先 生 is a Principal Transportation
Planner/Modeler in the Department of Planning and Regional
Development at the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ). He has over twenty (20) years of extensive American
and international experience in the field of transportation modelling,
planning, and engineering. His expertise and specialities focus on
application of travel demand modelling and multi-resolution
modelling for complex and complicated transportation planning
projects. Prior to joining the PANYNJ, he worked for Parsons
Brinckerhoff (currently known as WSP) in both the Asia Headquarter
in Hong Kong and the American Headquarter in New York.

2nd Ave. Subway Phase 2
Xiu-Mei Fang 房秀梅
Department of Capital Program Management (CPM)
New York City Transit Authority (MTA-NYCT)
Email: xiumeifang6832@gmail.com
2nd Ave. Subway Project is one of the most important projects of MTA. It is used to relieve the
overcrowding of Lex Line Subway at Upper East Manhattan, New York City.
2nd Ave. Subway is a New York City Subway Line that runs under 2nd Ave. on the East Side of
Manhattan. The line was originally proposed in 1919. The 1st Construction on the Line began in
1972 and halted in 1975 because of city’s fiscal crisis, leaving short segments of tunnels
completed. The work on the Line restarted in April 2007. The Line includes 4 Phases. The 1st
Phase of the Line with 3 New Stations, 2 miles tunnel and cost of 4.45 billion were finished on
Jan 1, 2017.
Phase 2 of 2nd Ave Subway will extend the Q train from East 96th Street to East125th Street with
new Stations at East 106th, 116th and 125th Street. See Fig. 1. It is estimated to cost 6 billion and
is targeted to be finished by 2029. This presentation will brief the status of Phase 2 work which
includes the proposed Extended Preliminary Engineering Design work and the proposed area for
the ancillary structures, station entrances and other new infrastructures.
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Figure 1. The proposed Phase 2 of 2nd Ave Sunway

Ms. Xiu-Mei Fang, P.E., 房 秀 梅 女 士 is a Project
Administrator of the Department of Capital Program Management
(CPM) of New York City Transit Authority (MTA-NYCT). She has
27 years of experiences in civil engineering involving the structural
analysis, design and project management for mass transit facilities
such as subway station, ventilation buildings, maintenance shop. Ms.
Fang is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE), Municipal Engineers of the City of New York (MENY), the
Project Management Institute (PMI) and the International Chinse
Transportation Professionals Association (ICTPA), She is President
of the International Chinese Transportation Professionals
Association-U.S. Northeastern Chapter (ICPTA-USNE) in 2019.
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What does the Future Offline Retail Look Like?
未來的實體零售是什麼樣的？
Hongxi Yang 楊紅茜
Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects
Email: sissi.yanghongxi@gmail.com
This paper addresses the value and impact of offline retail, its current challenges, and how
designers can help retailers draw more foot traffic to shopping centers in particular. According to
the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC), American adults visit shopping centers
5.2 times per month on average1. They are cultural hubs essential to the social fabric of local
communities, which bring people of all ethics, ages and interests together, and provide them with
places to shop, dine, workout, interact and entertain. In fact, the value of retail real estate is more
than retail sales alone: the current worth of retail real estate in the U.S. is estimated to be around
$3.1 trillion2.
However, U.S. retailers have recently announced that they will close 5994 stores, while opening
only 2641 in 20193. Offline retailers face many challenges today, such as the growing ecommerce, shifting generational habits, and lack of customer personalization due to the
overwhelming scale and generic styles. To address these problems, the author proposes possible
solutions for future shopping center design: 1. Prioritize customer experience over short-time
savings, and take advantage of technology innovations to create multi-sensory and unique
shopping experience; 2. Identify the “wow” factors, rethink retail program mix, and explore new
commercial real estate opportunities; 3. Increase flexibilities in mall layouts, and leave room for
temporary retail spaces, such as pop-up stores which seamlessly integrate online and offline
shopping features.
References
1. ICSC Master Narrative & Supporting Points, ICSC, 2018, https://www.icsc.org/who-weare/our-mission/icsc-master-narrative-supporting-points.
2. How Does Retail Real Estate Impact the U.S. Economy? ICSC, May 2018,
https://www.icsc.org/uploads/t07-subpage/US-Economic-Impact-2018.pdf.
3. Research C. Weekly US and UK Store Openings and Closures Tracker 2019, Week 15:
Fred’s to Shut 159 Stores; In the UK, Debenhams Enters Administration. Coresight
Research. April 12, 2019. Available at: https://coresight.com/research/weekly-us-and-ukstore-openings-and-closures-tracker-2019-week-15-freds-to-shut-159-stores-in-the-ukdebenhams-enters-administration.
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Ms. Hongxi Yang 楊紅茜女士 received her master degree from
the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation
(GSAPP) in Columbia University with the Lucille Smyser Lowenfish
Memorial Prize. All her design works in GSAPP were selected to be
published in the school’s annual book “Abstract”.
Ms. Yang is currently an associate architect in Pelli Clarke Pelli
Architects. She led multiple international competitions, including the
Chengdu Natural History Museum (the 1st Prize), the 610 meters
China Overseas tower in Chengdu, a retail complex design over
100,000 sqm in Shanghai, and civic centers for the Asian Games. She
has worked on many mixed-use projects throughout multiple phases, including the 450 meters
Evergrande Group Tower in Ningbo, the Baosteel Headquarter in Guangzhou, the 380 meters
twin towers and Eco-village master planning in Shantou, the Red Bull Academy in New York
and the Cachet Hotel in Seoul etc. Besides, she has been invited as the keynote speaker at
multiple international events, including the International Workshop for Asian Games Ecological
Development. She also served as the design jury at academic institutions in New York and
Shanghai. In the summer of 2014, Ms. Yang joined the Global Village Team in Ta Keo,
Cambodia, and partnered with Habitat for Humanity to build affordable housing for the
local families.

The Motion Analysis of the Derailment of Puyuma Express
by Video Images
利用影帶分析普悠瑪號出軌時之運動行為
Ching Lung Liao, 廖慶隆
National Taiwan University
E-mail: liaocl@ms2.hinet.net
2018 年 10 月 21 日下午 4 點 49 分，台鐵台鐵 6432 次普悠瑪號在行經新馬站前發生出
軌，此為臺灣鐵路自 1991 年造橋事故以來最嚴重的鐵路事故。事故全車共有 366 人，
18 人死亡，215 人輕重傷。由於死傷慘重，行政院於事故發生後立即成立事故調查小
組，以釐清事故發生原因，並同時成立台鐵體檢小組，檢討台鐵系統性問題，其中了
解事故列車之行駛行為及出軌時之運動狀況，都是調查及研究之重點，由於列車裝有
類似黑盒子之列車控制監視系統(TCMS)，要判斷已發生之列車行駛行為，解讀 TCMS
行車數據幾乎是唯一的根據，但包括司機在內的台鐵相關人員，都常懷疑列車控制監
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視系統的確實性，甚至懷疑顯示車速與實際車速不符，造成司機誤解的情事。因此
如何證明 TCMS 的資訊及紀錄是正確的，變成是首要之任務。
就台灣鐵路而言，除了 TCMS 外，在普悠瑪號之車頭及車尾駕駛艙內，都裝有對前
方及後方之行車紀錄器，如果能將行車紀錄影像進行影像空間數位化，進行 3D 空間
定位，甚至估計出車速，量測出搖擺量，則不但可以比較出 TCMS 資料之準確性，也
可 以 比 較 該 路 線 之 路 況 (Rail Condition) ， 進 行 路 況 之 監 控 (Rail Condition
Monitoring)，作為該路線各種車種營運狀況之監控。

Prof. Ching Lung Liao, 廖慶隆教授 is a Professor, Dept. of
Civil Engineering and is the Director of Rail Engineering Research
Center, National Taiwan University. He was a professor with Dept.
of Construction Engineering, National Taiwan Science and
Technology University. He served as several positions with
governments such as Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, Chief
Engineer, Computer Center Director, Department of Rapid Transit
System(DORTS), Taipei City, Director General, Bureau of Taiwan
High Speed Rail(BOTHSR), Technical Director, Ministry of
Transportation and Communications. He is a Fellow of Chinese
Institute of Civil and Hydraulic Engineering. He received several
Awards including The Top-grade Medal of Transportation, Chinese
Institute of Transportation (2002), The Top-grade Medal of Road, Chinese Road Federation
(2003), The Top-grade Medal of Transportation, Ministry of Transportation and
Communications (2006), The Award for Achievement of ACECC (The Asian Civil Engineering
Coordinating Council) (2007), and The Top-grade Medal of Engineer, Chinese Institute of
Engineers (2009).
He is serving as President, Chinese Institute of Civil and Hydraulic Engineering, President,
Taiwan Association for Construction Information Standards, President, Rail Engineering Society
of Taiwan, President, Chung-Hwa Railway Industry Development Association, and President,
Value Management Institute of Taiwan.
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CAPPS 2019 Annual Convention
August 17, 2019, Saturday
2:15 PM- 5:30 PM, Phoenix Lobby, 2nd Floor

Organizer 召集人: Prof. Jing-Chiou Liou, 劉景秋教授, School of Computer
Science, Kean University NJ
Chair 主持人: Prof. Jenghwa Chang, 張正華教授, Donald and Barbara Zucker
School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell; Hofstra University,
Hempstead, NY
Presenter and Topics 報告人及和課題
Monte Carlo simulation of TrueBeam linac energy spectra for 6 and 15 MV beams,
Dr. Jian Liu 劉建博士, Radiation Medicine, Northwell Health, Lake Success, NY.
The comparison of policy effectiveness evaluation between Taiwan and the United
States: Using competitive grants as a policy instrument in higher education,
Ya-Fei Yang 楊雅妃, Educational Theory and Policy Program, Pennsylvania State
University.
Introduction to gantry static couch motion optimization (GsCMO) technique,
its applications in brain and breast treatment planning, and automatic generation
of XML files for treatment delivery, Gurtej Gill, Department of Radiation
Medicine, Northwell Health and Department of Biomedical Engineering, Stony
Brook University.
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Organizer 召集人: Prof. Jing-Chiou Liou, 劉景秋教授
received his Ph.D. in Computer Engineering from the New Jersey
Institute of Technology in 1995. He is currently an Associate
Professor in the School of Computer Science at the Kean University,
New Jersey, USA. Prior to joining the Kean University, Dr. Liou had
worked in the software industry, including AT&T, IBM, and Lucent
Technologies, for 15 years. Dr. Liou is among the Technical
Committee on Software engineering of IASTED and a member of the
international Committee on AICIT's international conference series.
Dr. Liou’s current areas of research focus primary on cyber security,
software engineering and technology management. His professional
web site is http://www.kean.edu/~jliou.

Chair 主 持 人 :

Prof. Jenghwa Chang, 張 正 華 教 授

(BS, MS, National
Chiao-Tung University; PhD, Polytechnic
University) Associate Professor of Radiation Medicine, Donald and
Barbara Zucker School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell;
Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics&Astronomy, Hofstra
University. Dr. Chang is a medical physicist certified by the
American Board of Radiology. He is currently a Senior Medical
Physicist and the Director of Medical Physics Residency Program
at the Department of Radiation Medicine, Northwell Health. His
major clinical responsibility is Gamma Knife stererotactic
radiosurgery/radiogherapy. Prior to his current position, Dr. Chang
held faculty appointments at New York Presbyterian Hospital//Weill Cornell Medical College
(2010-2016), NYU Langone Medical Center (2008-2009), and Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center (1997-2008). Dr. Chang is a site surveyor for ACR Radiation Oncology Practice
Accreditation (ROPA) program and is a reviewer for multiple international journals. His research
interest involves applying engineering and physics principles to medicine, particularly, in the
fields of radiology and radiation oncology. Dr. Chang was a pioneer in optical diffusion
tomography for early detection of breast cancers. He has also implemented the cone-beam
computed tomography on a medical linear accelerator to improve the treatment setup accuracy
and critical organ avoidance for radiation oncology patients. Dr. Chang is a member of IEEE,
AAPM and ASTRO. He is serving Vice President of Academic Affairs of CAAPS in 2019.
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Monte Carlo Simulation of TrueBeam Linac Energy Spectra for 6 and 15
MV Beams
Jian Liu (劉建)1, Santino Cozza2, Jenghwa Chang1, Jameson Baker1
1

Department of Radiation Medicine, Northwell Health, Lake Success, NY
2
Medical Physics Program, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY

There is a lack of extensive energy spectra data from linacs used in external beam radiotherapy
(EBRT). The energy spectra helps to understand the dose delivered especially when chambers
exhibit an energy dependence. Due to the strong photon flux delivered in therapeutic beams,
direct measurements of the energy spectra is challenging. Monte Carlo simulations are a
reasonable method to derive energy spectra from medical linacs. The aim of this study is to
provide energy spectra from the Varian TrueBeam linac for research and clinical applications
and have greater understanding of the radiation physics involved in dose delivered in EBRT
using different beams.
We created a TrueBeam Monte Carlo model powered by Geant4 10.3 patch-01, Gate v8.0 and
the phase-space files from TrueBeam Monte Carlo Data Package v2 released by Varian.
Simulations of 6 and 15 MV beams were performed both in air and in a 60×60×60 cm 3 water
phantom at 100 cm source-to-surface distance. Model verification was completed with percent
depth dose (PDD) and dose profile simulations. Beam spectra at the central-axis, different
distances from the central-axis and different depths in water phantoms were determined.
Analysis of the PDDs and profiles showed that simulations agreed well with experimental values.
The shape of the spectra and mean energy depend on depth in water, field size and distance from
the central-axis. Due to primary beam attenuation and scattering, the ratio of low energy photons
increases dramatically in water. The average energies of the 6 and 15 MV beams for a 10×10
cm2 field in air is 1.73 MeV and 3.74 MeV, respectively, less than 1/3 of the nominal maximum
photon energies for those beams which are commonly assumed. These results are significantly
lower than the previously reported values for a Clinac-20, 1.92 and 4.11 MeV, respectively. The
6MV beam is close to the reported value (1.71 MeV) for Clinac-2300. The 6 MV beam in water
at 10 cm depth is 1.38 MeV, 0.11 MeV lower than that reported for the Clinac-2300. The
average beam energy decreases as the distance from the central-axis increases in air, probably
due to the beam hardening effect of the flattening filter. At a distance of 10 cm from the ISO, the
average energy dropped 18% and 20% due to moving 16 cm from the central-axis for 6 and 15
MV beams, respectively.
The energy spectrum of Varian Truebeam linac can be very different from that of other Varian
linac machines. The energy spectrum determines beam quality and therefore the dose delivered.
The above results can help us understand the dose delivered in EBRT using TrueBeam linacs.
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Dr. Jian Liu 劉建博士 is currently a medical physics resident at
the Department of Radiation Medicine, Northwell Health. He did his
BS and MS degrees in Physics in Wuhan University, China in 2001
and 2004, respectively. He then moved to Canada for a PhD degree
in Physics at University of Western Ontario. His PhD thesis focused
on growth and characterization of a high dielectric thin films for
applications as a gate oxide which can improve the speed of
computer chips. Later during his postdoctoral research, Dr. Liu
transferred his research topic to medical devices and became to know
the field of Medical Physics for cancer treatment using radiation. To
pursue a career as a medical physicist, Dr. Liu completed a MS
degree in Medical Physics with CAMPEP accreditation at Ryerson
University in Toronto in 2016-2018. He was the recipient of the Ryerson Gold Medal of Faculty
of Science in 2018, which was the University's highest honor awarded to students with
outstanding academic achievement combined with outstanding involvement with the University,
their profession, and/or the community. Dr. Liu has published 9 journal articles as first author or
co-author and given more than 10 presentations at national or international scientific conferences.

The Comparison of Policy Effectiveness Evaluation between
Taiwan and the United States: Using Competitive Grants as
a Policy Instrument in Higher Education
Ming-Feng Liu 劉名峯 1 and Ya-Fei Yang 楊雅妃 2
1

2

National Taiwan Normal University, Email: liou.kenny@gmail.com
Educational Theory and Policy Program, Pennsylvania State University.
Email: yzy125@psu.edu

As Taiwan has been in the mass high education era, the competitive grant is conceived as an
effective policy instrument in response to commitment on excellence with limited resources. The
aim of this paper is to analyze and compare the effectiveness of applying competitive grants to
higher education between Taiwan and the United States. Specifically, this paper examines (1)
goal settings of using competitive grants as a policy instrument; (2) strategic plans of higher
education institutions for being awarded the grant; (3) both positive and negative effects of
implementing competitive grants on the development of higher education institutions; (4) gaps
between objectives and outcomes of the competitive grants in higher education; (5) policy
implications for future application of competitive grants. In order to achieve these goals, this
paper begins with backgrounds of the initiation of competitive grants. Then, the literature
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regarding policy instruments and the well-known competitive grants in higher education has
been reviewed. Next, the analysis and comparison of two cases: the “Teaching and Learning
Excellence Program” in Taiwan and the “First in the World Program” in the United States. Last,
we proposed nine policy suggestions based on the analysis in this paper. The finding are that, on
the positive side, both “Teaching and Learning Excellence Program” in Taiwan and the “First in
the World Program” in the United States achieved milestones as set before. Both programs
assisted higher education institutions to become more institutionalized and had large-scale data
of related policy implementation for future policy making. On the negative side, the sorting and
reviewing process of grant application, the role set of stake holders, the effect of criteria of
school evaluation on university development plans, and the open access and the sustainability of
programs need to be improved. On the basis of the comparative analysis, nine policy
recommendations for implementing future competitive grants are provided. Policy makers need:
(1) to establish a comprehensive system of policy evaluation; (2) to differentiate competitive
grants and maintenance grants; (3) to create an open reviewing process of applicants; (4) to give
flexibility of performance indicators to awarded institutions; (5) to establish a platform for
storing and sharing outcomes of policy implementation; (6) to promote evidence-based policy
making; (7) to underscore the potential influence of categorizing higher education institutions on
implementing competitive grants; (8) to highlight the importance of having an entire circle of
policy implementation; (9) to stress the importance of school positioning.

Ms. Ya-Fei Yang 楊雅妃 is currently a PhD candidate of the
Educational Theory and Policy Program, Pennsylvania State
University. Ms. Yang received her BS (2009) and MS (2012) degrees
from Department of Education at the National Taiwan Normal
University. Before coming to US, she worked for Dr. Li-Yun Wang
in Taiwan as a Research Assistant for 5 years, designing and
conducting survey studies and qualitative inquiries, for assessing
problems and needs of school stakeholders. Ms. Yang is currently
investigating the sources of educational achievement of the secondgeneration immigrants to Taiwan, in consultation with Dr. David Post.
Her PhD dissertation is to design an outreach program that builds a
partnership among parents, schools, and the community to achieve educational productivity as
well as educational equity for this group. Ms. Yang has a combination of professional training
and experience in research competencies, program evaluation, and family and community
engagement research that enables her to integrate practice and research in social work
with partners. Her research interest focuses on policy analysis, sociology of education, and
research methods.
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Introduction to Gantry Static Couch Motion Optimization
(GsCMO) Technique, Its Applications in Brain and Breast
Treatment Planning, and Automatic Generation of XML
Files for Treatment Delivery
Gurtej Gill1,2, Raphael Jakubovic1, Jameson Baker1, Terry Button2,3,
Jenghwa Chang1
1

Department of Radiation Medicine, Northwell Health, Lake Success, NY
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY
3
Department of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging, Stony Brook University Hospital,
Stony Brook, NY
2

Purpose: In the era of intensity modulated radiotherapy, there has been various approaches to
deliver an adequate dose to planning target volume (PTV) and spare the organ-at-risks (OARs)
structures. The challenging part is when the OARs are in close proximity to PTV. In such
scenarios, there is a trade-off whether to cover the PTV or spare the OARs. This limitation has
been addressed in this study utilizing dose optimization during couch motion which provides a
new method to deliver the dose in a coronal plane. We are introducing gantry static continuous
couch motion optimization (GsCMO) technique where dose is optimized at 1-20 couch
increments.
Methods: The GsCMO technique consists of simulated arcs utilizing multiple static fields with
continuous couch motion. Static IMRT fields from Eclipse treatment plan (Varian medical
systems, Palo Alto, CA) were merged using an in house MATLAB® script and produced a
single XML file from those multiple static fields. The first part of this study compared the
GsCMO technique with standard coplanar (CP) and non-coplanar (NCP) VMAT arcs in brain
study where PTV was in close proximity to brainstem and optic chiasm. The second part of this
study compared the GsCMO with standard wedge pair technique {(WPS (supine) and WPD
(decubitus)} and 3D-conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT) in breast boost treatment planning.
Comparison of the dose to OARs and PTV coverage (D95=100%) using dose volume histogram
(DVH) comparison, conformity index (CI), and gradient measure (GM) were used as meaningful
endpoints. And the final part of this study validated the GsCMO technique on Varian
Truebeam® developer mode application. Delivery of all the plans from Eclipse planning system
and MATLAB® generated automated deliverable XML files were compared on Varian
Truebeam® developer mode application. Each plan was delivered onto an IMRT QA phantom.
Planned dose was compared to measured dose using 2-dimensional (2D) gamma analysis with
passing criteria of 2% dose difference (DD) and 2 mm distance to agreement (DTA). As a
secondary QA check, the LINAC log files of beam delivery were used to verify the leaf position
accuracy of MLC per control point for multiple fields.

Results: Percentage reduction of dose to brainstem (D50 of -11%±5% and D30 of -20%±6%)
and optic chiasm (D50 of -15%±8% and D30 of -29%±5%) were noticed with max point dose
reduction comparing GsCMO with standard coplanar and non-coplanar arcs for brain study.
Percentage decrease of dose to right lung (-25%±9%), heart (-18%±7%) and left lung (-12%±3%)
were noticed for GsCMO technique as compared to 3D-CRT and wedge pair techniques for
breast (both right and left) plan study. All XML-based plans were delivered with passing 2D
gamma criteria (2mm/2%) of 98±1.2%. The root mean square of log files was calculated as
0.0181±0.0012mm for 3D and 0.0256±0.0041mm for IMRT cases. Average delivery time was
~3 minutes for automated delivery as compared to ~30 minutes if delivered individually.
Conclusions: Our novel GsCMO technique results in a significant dose reduction to the organat-risks (OARs). We have developed a software that can convert the multiple fields of a
treatment plan into a single XML file. Preliminary test of file-based delivery using this software
demonstrated significant improvements in treatment delivery efficiency without compromising
accuracy.

Mr. Gurtej Gill is currently a PhD candidate of the Department
of Biomedical Engineering, Stony Brook University, under the
supervision of Dr. Terry Button and Dr. Jenghwa Chang. He earned
a BS degree in Physics from Punjab University, and a MS degree in
Physics from Guru Nanak Dev University, India. After coming to the
United States, he earned a ME degree in Applied Optics from
Stevens Institute of Technology, New Jersey, completed his
internship/residency in medical physics in Radiation Medicine
Department at Long Island Jewish Medical Center, NY. After
finishing clinical medical physics internship and earned a MS degree
in Biomedical Engineering with concentration in Medical Physics
from Stony Brook University. Mr. Gill joined the Radiation Medicine Department as a clinical
medical physicist in September 2009 at LIJ Medical Center and is a board-certified medical
physicist from American Board of Radiology (ABR) in both Therapeutic and Diagnostic medical
physics. He is a full member of American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)
organization and activity involved attending and presenting his team’s research work at annual
national meetings. His clinical focus is providing medical physics services in radiation medicine
department where he works closely with the radiation oncologists and medical physics team. Mr.
Gill has been actively involved in teaching Hofstra’s medical physics students, medical physics
residents, and medical residents since 2012. His research interest is in development and
validation of trajectory-based radiation delivery and testing its feasibility in advanced treatment
planning systems. Gurtej’s areas of interest include medical physics education, quality assurance
of linac, patient quality assurance, treatment planning, and mentoring medical physics residents.
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I. 新亞室內樂協會 - 弦樂四重奏
小提琴 林怡馨/小提琴 蔡依芸/中提琴 王千玳/大提琴家 陳南呈
古典與拉丁探戈
•
F. Schubert - String Trio in B-flat major, D.471
•
A. Borodin - String Quartet No.2 in D major
•
A. Piazzola - Libertango
•
C. Gardel - Por Una Cabeza
II. 海天合唱團
• 守著陽光守著你
• 天山明月
• 板橋姑娘

蕭璧珠老師指揮, 薛純掦團長

III. 新亞室內樂協會 - 弦樂四重奏
小提琴 林怡馨/小提琴 蔡依芸/中提琴 王千玳/大提琴家 陳南呈
流行與華語民謠
• J. Williams - 星際大戰主題曲
• 鄧雨賢 - 望春風
• 台灣民謠 - 天黑黑
• 江惠 -黃昏的故鄉
IV. 大合唱
• R. Burns - 友誼天長地久
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表演人員簡介
海天合唱團
海內存知己，天涯若比鄰。炎黃子孫足跡越四海，鄉音處處聞，海天合唱團
正取其意。 紐約「海天合唱團」前身「鄉音合唱團」，一九八零年成立，
在指揮蕭璧珠老師多年來孜孜不倦地督導下，表現傑出, 僑社有口皆俾，
一九九五年十月, 鄉音合唱團擴大成立為「海天合唱團」，薛純掦擔任團長，
是大紐約地區成立最早持續最久的華人合唱團。
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新亞室內樂協會
《紐約樂評》（New York Concert Reviews）盛讚為 “令人印象深刻的組合
且專業的團體...由多位年輕且具有天分的演奏家組成”，憑著一股對古典
室內樂的熱情、對當代作曲家作品的深刻喜愛與尊崇，這群滿懷理想、來自
茱麗亞與柯蒂斯音樂院等知名音樂學府的亞裔美國演奏家，遂於 2010 年在
紐約成立「新亞室內樂協會」(NACMS)。NACMS 致力呈現從西方名作到現
代亞洲文化最精緻的室內樂品集，希冀帶給聽眾絕佳的音樂饗宴。這群不同
凡響的年輕組合，也期望與世界各地的優質藝術團體，共同創造嶄新的表演
藝術合作。
小提琴蔡依芸
2017-2019 年以獎學金於美國曼尼斯音樂學院 (Mannes School
of Music)攻讀演奏碩士，師事 Aaron Rosand (美國寇蒂斯音
樂學院專任教 授)，並擔任學校樂團首席。旅美期間，同時錄
取印第安納音樂院， 辛辛那提音樂院碩士班全額獎學金。於新
加 坡 國 立 大 學 楊 秀 桃 音 樂 學 院 (Yong Siew Toh School of
Music) 就學期間，師事左軍 (小提琴系教研主任)。小提琴曾
師事劉孟灝，林 佳霖，並多次獲推薦接受大師班指導，如
:Sherry Kloss, Krzysztof Wegrzyn, Joseph Kim, Ilya
Konovalov, Mira Wang, Takashi Shimizu, Paul Huang, Clara
Jumi Kang, Namyun Kim, Radu Blidar。

小提琴家林怡馨
擁有紐約茱麗亞音樂學院（The Juilliard School）學士及碩士
學位，師事 Naoko Tanaka 教授（現任 Aspen Music Festival
美國阿斯本音樂節教授與 St. Lukes 樂團首席）曾就讀台北敦
化國小、仁愛國中與桃園武陵高中音樂班，師事林宴字、林暉
鈞與王般若老師。曾獲得台北市學生音樂比賽小提琴第二名、
全國學生音樂比賽弦樂四重奏冠軍、鋼琴五重奏冠軍。曾受邀
參與布拉格夏日音樂節 (Prague Summer Night) 擔任樂團首席、
西岸音樂學院 (Music Academy of the West) 亞斯本音樂營
(Aspen Music Festival and School) 及新加坡小提琴藝術節。
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中提琴家王千玳
出生於台灣台北，七歲開始學啟蒙於陳美秀老師，後師事於顏
君玲與何君恆老師。擁有紐約茱麗亞音樂學院（The Juilliard
School）學士及碩士學位， 曾受 Heidi Castleman, Steve
Tenenbom, Vernon Robert, Jutta Puchhammer-Sedillot, Jeffery
Irvine, Cythia Phelps 指導，室內樂受 Nicholas Mann, Timothy
Eddy, Matti Raekallio, Tobby Appel 指導。曾與藝術總監
Edward Bilous 和音樂製作人 Nathan Prillaman 合作，演奏原
創音樂“Love Song/ Dead Song”和“Angel with a Knife“。她曾
在紐約 Alice Tully Hall，David Geffen HallBohemian National
HallPeter Jay SharpBruno Walter 舉辦多場演出。

大提琴家陳南呈
旅居紐約，熱愛與聽眾分享音樂。擁有美國茱莉亞音樂院學士
與碩士學位，在校期間師從茱莉亞弦樂四重奏大提琴演奏家
Joel Krosnick 。經常受邀前往南美、北美及歐洲演出，一年
有近百場的演出邀約，其中不乏於卡內基音樂廳、林肯中心等
著名演出場地。近年演出獲得的各方好評包括：華盛頓郵報
（Washington Post）“讓觀眾愉悅的傑出表演”、紐約音樂會
評論（New York Concert Reviews）“優美的琴聲”以及麻州
報紙（Worcester Telegram）“十年一見的精彩演出”等。

《守著陽光 守著你 》
讓我執起你的手 在等待的歲月中
我已經學會了 不絕望
守候著你 我便守候住一身的陽光
夢境會成為過去 一如黑夜要躲藏
我仍是那最早起的明星
守著朝陽 朝陽下你燦爛的甦醒
什麼樣的信約
什麼樣的記憶
什麼樣的思念
什麼樣的日子

可以等候三世
可以永不遺忘
可以不怕滄桑
可以讓你不再流淚 讓我 不再心傷
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《天山明月》
天山明月罩南北，兩大盆地皎月色。維吾爾族、哈薩克通宵達旦舞不息，哈密瓜果大又
甜，吃了一個還要添，要買就想買一籃，說道價錢十分廉。
阿爾泰山真正好，天富金鐮是瑰寶。不管男女老和少，有吃有穿用不了。伊黎天馬矯如
龍，日行千里快如風，縱橫馳逞英雄，騎兵善戰立大功。

《板橋姑娘》
火車火車都吱吱叫,
五點十分就到板橋,
板橋查某都美與笑,
轉來去賣某都來給依招阿來給依招

《友誼地久天長》
怎能忘記舊日朋友
心中能不歡笑
舊日朋友豈能相忘
友誼地久天長
我們曾經終日遊蕩
在故鄉的青山上
我們也曾歷盡苦辛
到處奔波流浪
友誼萬歲 朋友情誼
萬歲舉杯痛飲
同聲歌唱 友誼萬歲
友誼地久天長
讓我們親密挽著手
情誼永不相忘
讓我們來舉杯暢飲
友誼地久天長
友誼萬歲 朋友情誼
萬歲舉杯痛飲
同聲歌唱 友誼萬歲
友誼地久天長

